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Foreword
In this fourth edition of SLCC’s Community Anthology, our work as publishers has required us, in a loose sense, to become weavers: to collect a multitude
of colorful and diverse strands and shape those strands into authentic and artistic cloth. Such threads might be fibers, interwoven with other fibers, that form
the binding cord defining and constraining our spheres of movement. But these
threads are also those unspooling strands that guide us out of dark labyrinths.
The resulting fabric, Un/Tethered, interlaces its gathered threads through warp
and weft, highlighting the depiction of connections that both nourish and constrict, ground and unmoor.
Themes of connection and breaking free from connection are threads woven
throughout Un/Tethered. At times—as in Angela Fields’ “A Single Strand”
(58)—the thread of connection manifests quite literally, in the imagined perspective of a single, meandering strand of hair. In other instances, the themes
of connection and disconnection take more figurative forms.
In Amie Schaeffer’s “Lease Agreement” (22), the proposed extension on a car
lease becomes the desperate attempt of a grieving woman to tether her dying
friend and mentor to this world, to life. Similarly, poems by Tyler MortensenHayes explore the ways we can become untethered by grief after the death of a
loved one (36, 108, 126, 144).
Clifton Sander’s “Turpentine Shed” (24) traces a tangle of threads through
family: the genetic strands of DNA, threads of historical and racial violence,
molecules threaded together into chemical compounds.
The goldgreen wings pinned to a grandmother’s back in Bernice Olivas’s “illiterate poems of a brown girl” itch to slip from their tethers; these wings visible
only to the speaker, convey to her the bittersweet knowledge that her grandmother “couldn’t stay, / not with wings on her back…” (37).
At the youth shelter, what happens when a life becomes uprooted, untethered
from the permanency of shelter, when a women running writing workshops
for homeless youth knows that “even / [a] piece of paper might be more than /
they’d want to carry” (Lisa Bickmore, “At the Youth Center,” 105).
In “Hell Is a Parking Lot,” a mother’s love for her child ultimately breaks the
tether of addiction chaining her to a cycle of rehab and potential relapse (Catherine Young 118)
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Multiple works in this anthology—“Aubade for the Holocene” (72), “Great
Basin Ghazal” (87), “Home” (146)—present different takes on a single thread:
what happens when we ignore the invisible web that tethers us to the Earth we
depend on?
In a more universal sense, our attention as readers and viewers tethers us to
the unique perspective offered by a particular text or image; our imagination of
others interacting with pieces we have created, accepting the inherent generosity woven in a shared work, tethers us as writers and artists to our audiences.
While the resulting anthology presents a picture of SLCC’s tightly woven community—interlacing work from students, faculty, and staff across departments;
alumni; family and friends; students from West High School participating in
SLCC partner programs—it is also necessarily a partial and incomplete picture
with gaps and discontinuities in the weaving. We hope that by reading and
sharing this anthology widely, you will help us gather more threads for our
next edition.
Enormous thanks to our student editors and publishers—Heather Graham,
Winnie Jenkins, Jillian Johnson, Liberty Patterson, Brooke Ross, and Lap Ban
Tran for their tireless efforts and good humor while collectively tackling the
daunting tasks necessary to produce this publication: reading through submissions, selecting and editing pieces, designing and conceptually developing the
book. I am grateful for such a professional and rewarding group of students to
work with.
Thanks are also due to the English Department and Stephen Ruffus for their
support of the SLCC Community Anthology and the Publication Studies course
that produces it. Deepest gratitude to Ken Nelson, Lab Coordinator for the
Publication Center, for his unwavering and patient support and expertise. Huge
thanks to Lisa Bickmore and Charlotte Howe for their advice and guidance,
which provided necessary support and anchoring in my first voyage with Publication Studies.
Thanks to President Deneece Huftalin for making the SLCC Community Anthology possible in the first place.
And last, but certainly not least, a huge thanks to our contributors for trusting
us with their work and allowing us to share it with you.
Brenda Sieczkowski
English
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Preface
The fourth edition of Salt Lake Community College’s Community Anthology,
Un/Tethered, establishes bonds we forge with one another as members of a
community. Reading the pieces in this anthology, we noticed a common thread
running through the diverse collection of poems, prose, and visual art: the
thread of connections and breaking free. Many of the pieces talked about the
connections formed between people—how some connections can improve your
life, but also how other connections can be toxic. This duality is why we decided to represent both meanings in our title by attaching an “Un” to “Tethered”
with a slash, a punctuation mark that commonly serves as a way to connect
alternatives. With Un/Tethered, we are striving to include both the connections
that improve our lives and the connections that may not be positive, but still
leave us changed after the fact. All the authors in this anthology may not be
from the same background, and we may not share the same views, but we are
all tethered to one another as part of the community at SLCC.
In this collection of pieces, we noticed a pattern around the theme of connections individuals make with other people. When thinking about personal connections, we often prefer to think about positive connections that can bring us
together—like romantic relationships, family bonding, and friendships. These
themes were presented in numerous submitted pieces and exemplified how we
can be tethered to one another in positive ways. However, many of the pieces
submitted to the anthology also depicted a darker side of connection—such as
the ways abuse of trauma can create damaging fetters; in these pieces, breaking free from those destructive connections was a means to untether from an
unhealthy relationship. We chose the title Un/Tethered to represent this dichotomy and demonstrate that we are all connected to others in both positive and
negative ways.
The cover image that we chose relates to the duality of the theme represented
by Un/Tethered. The chain stretching across the cover refers to being tethered, the metal links designed to keep something in place. Surrounding it are
the yellow flowers growing free, able to proliferate in any direction. Both the
ideas of limitation and freedom are represented in the cover piece, emphasizing
the title of this anthology. Warmer colors are visible in the flowers and in the
lake in the background, while darker colors are represented in the chain and
the withering foliage behind the flowers, enhancing the same duality the title
attempts to convey.
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Throughout the Salt Lake Community College we are all tethered with each
other because of connections we have to the college. In some cases, we might a
share a lot more than just being a part of this community—we may have close
friendships and relationships that link us together. These pieces connect us not
only to our larger community, but also connect each of us individually to one
another.
The Publishers:
Heather Graham
Winnie Jenkins
Jillian Johnson
Liberty Patterson
Brooke Ross
Lap Ban Tran
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Captured
Brooke Ross

We used to take pictures together,
Of each other.
We were smiling, sad, pulling faces that only we had the honor of seeing.
Once we were hugging & twice where we kissed.
Some with friends & other times with family.
& we were naked in few; that collection was growing.
Pictures took up all my memory of us.
However, now it’s once a month.
& I don’t bother taking pictures.
One because you’ve always hated it.
& two because I couldn’t ever get you to take the pictures.
It was always me.
I didn’t want to forget who we once were.
Even if we did end up with different people.
I always wanted to capture those memories.
We used to take pictures together.
But now we just look at each other & hope that we remember.
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Meditation

Clifton Sanders
Plates wrestling
leaving tech-tonic dandruff
swirling in deserts and all along the shores
Uncountable similes and metaphors
of Wisdom, stupidity and foolishness
Fusing together
Grains of sand make glass
Vision of glassy sea
Glass and silver
Funhouse mirror
Of what we seem to be
Sand makes cement ‘concrete’
‘stone standing upon a stone’ yields to
rebar Paradise
Sand is frackingly social these days
because it makes data Big
Is this a new Tree of Knowledge?
This tree is always hungry
Insatiable
We crave the fruit-chips
because of the rush
Facebook immanence
Innovation
to make the rich richer and
grind the poor, hapless, desolate and destitute
into human dandruff
Jesus commanded—
Love one another
Love your neighbor as yourself
And he warned
that it is foolish
to build our lives on sand
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Horizon

Nata Choi
17

Untitled

Leroy Chavez
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Fatherhood
Mark Brown

My 17-year-old daughter won’t speak to me—
for being old,
			
for saying no.
She drifts past me in the kitchen, the hallway,
		
like a shining, deep blue glacier,
		
mostly concealed
			
by the coldest water.
She carries her grudge clutched
in her hands like the last warm coal.
But she wears my shirt—
boxy, plaid, abysmally uncool,
			
stolen from my closet
			
without my permission.
Silently, she glides past me
my dad-shirt on her back.
I say,
		
		

alright, daughter,
I’ll give you that.

But I say it quietly.
I say it to myself.
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Late Innings
Peter Blewett

There was nothing like taking the Green Line
from Decker Lake on those hot days with Jamie and Beatriz,
when Jamie and I would head to Gallivan Plaza
where I sauntered around asking whoever I could find
for their autograph and their advice about how
to spend a good day—or evening—around Salt Lake City,
and where Jamie collected every plastic bag she could find,
cleaning Salt Lake City’s streets and stations
of plastic bags with which she planned to stuff
her whale of a book, but Beatriz would detrain
at the Courthouse to head to her ballet lessons
but not before describing the devastation
in the wake of the hurricane that stunned her Puerto Rico,
recalling for us the image of a lone haunted toilet
standing stark among the wreckage,
an image for what had happened before the storm
and after. Barbara came with us one afternoon,
but she had gotten off the train earlier,
at the Ballpark station, to watch the Bees,
which hardly counts. I never saw a game,
or the sunset either, I’m sorry to say, from those ballpark seats.
I wandered with Jamie instead, collecting autographs
and plastic bags and finding, to our delight,
one night when Leah came to wander with us,
the anti-dairy ice cream shop called Monkeywrench,
and we ate ice cream while the earth was still warm in the twilight,
and while I persisted for autographs before the hour came
to hurry back to catch the Green Line to Decker Lake.
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Intelligence Is Low Enough
Leti Amone

intelligence is low enough
where not just students, but their
very own parents are being handcuffed.
taught to have humility and pride in who we are, yet instead of side by side,
ignorance and simple stupidity have replaced it all.
in the midst of applying change, all that’s happened are restraining orders
and complaints.
it. this. situations like this bring such confusion.
where everything our people have ever talked about
is shown in such opposing ways.
so when was intelligence so low.
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Lease Agreement
Amie Schaeffer

ATTN: Subaru Leasing Office
To whom it may concern, be it Sir or Madam or both,
I am writing on behalf of a friend. We will call him Jeff. We will call him Jeff
because that is actually his name. And those who know Jeff know he could go
by no other. Well, that’s not true. Those in his circles also call him Metcalf.
But hardly ever “Jeff Metcalf.” I feel that’s an important note.
I am writing to request, no, plead with you to extend the lease on his new baby
blue Subaru. I know, I know. This is a fairly new arrangement, but please, hear
me out. Let me paint this picture; I assure you this is not any run of the mill
Jeff.
This Jeff is full of adventures, which I am sure his new Subaru can already attest to. He is full of stories. Stories that are rich and may seem far-fetched, but
once you know this guy, you know they ring with truth. Or you may think they
are bullshit, but I promise you will be amused at any rate.
This Jeff is a teacher. Not just by profession, you see, teaching is in his molecular structure. He is the kind of teacher that will tie in his lesson on A River
Runs Through It by taking a bunch of high school students armed with flyrods
to a parking lot on State Street. He is the kind of Jeff that would try to teach
these kids the rhythm of fly fishing with a hypnotic chant of “Coca-Cola” while
simultaneously ducking the many not so graceful casts. It was a wonder there
were no crashes that day.
Teaching is never confined to the classroom. This is an understanding. He is
the kind of Jeff that will look at a high school drop-out and not see the end of
a story but a beginning. A time to cultivate. He is the rarest of Jeffs, one that
would drive over 300 miles to attend and read a poem about onions at your
wedding. And the kind of Jeff that would hide his cancer from a former student
in order to talk her through and guide her through a diagnosis of her own. I
know this picture I am painting is a messy one, but you must concede, this is a
Jeff beyond compare.
So, I am sure you are wondering what this has to do with some guy and his
lease. Another thing you should know about Jeff, he is a self-proclaimed
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medical genius. His charming demeanor, which I am sure was on full display
the day he picked out said Subaru, can be a tricky disguise. You see, this Jeff
has cancer. That awful, horrid, life-changing word… Cancer. He has been battling this monster for longer than I can believe.
But, being the medical genius and very responsible man that he is, he has
hatched a plan. This, dear sir(s) and or madam(s) is where you come in. See,
this Jeff maintained that negotiating this 3-year lease would buy him 3 more
years of life. It would be irresponsible for him to kick it while owing a debt to
your company. Some may call this bargaining, but let’s just call it sound reasoning. Today, I am asking you to please extend this agreement.
I am done saying goodbye. I have had to do it too many times. I need a break. I
am selfish. I cannot say goodbye to someone who has helped build my foundation. Not yet. Not in two years. So, I need the extension. I am sure you would
agree that he deserves it. I am just one story. I am just one planet that is lucky
enough to orbit in the same galaxy. And, I think Jeff would concur, our orbits
often seem to cross at trying times in our lives. It just happens, and I am not
ready to make that orbit without him.
Sincerely,
Amie Schaeffer
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Turpentine Shed
Clifton Sanders

About two years ago, my brother learned from our relatives that our paternal
great grandfather was murdered in a turpentine shed in South Carolina, I
believe in the late 1800’s. Turpentine, used in paint thinner, comes from pine
trees. In those days it was distilled from pine tree resins and stored in a wooden
shed. Pine trees are numerous in the coastal Carolinas, and resins were vital
for waterproofing wooden boats for the thriving naval and shipping industries.
It almost goes without saying that African Americans did the hard and noxious
labor of chopping trees, processing the sap, distilling turpentine.
Terrorists cut short my great grandfather’s life. This tragedy forced his family
immediately to flee South Carolina and migrate north, with many settling in
what is now Turners Station in southeastern Baltimore County, Maryland.
Ironically, turpentine is very familiar to me because I am a professional
organic chemist. The Saunders/Sanders surname binds our families to my great
grandfather’s martyrdom and to the 2015 massacre at the Emmanuel African
Methodist Episcopal Church in Charleston, South Carolina. I am inspired and
blessed by the humility, courage and forgiveness expressed by the South
Carolina families against the diabolical hatred of white supremacy terrorism.
And I pray for those who have chosen to scorn the plight of today’s immigrants
and refugees, because my ancestors walked that trail of tears.
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Invert

Melissa Calderon
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Self Portrait

Sarahi Contreras
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Being Born
Sara Aird
My mother was my whole world. For the first four years of my life, I had no
siblings to compete with for her love and attention. It was simply me with her.
When she later became pregnant with my little brother, my parents divorced.
Our family ruptured. We lost one and gained another, and suddenly the landscape shifted. I graduated from the role of daughter to loyal companion. It was
now the three of us against the world, and I imagined myself her champion.
In the fallout of the divorce, we moved closer to my grandparents. Their home
was located on several acres of golden field with large, shady trees. Scattered
throughout the property were three additional houses that belonged to my great
aunts and, lastly, a small, white, wooden house that had belonged to my great
grandparents. Generations of homes built alongside one another. We moved
into my great grandparent’s home and waited for my brother to be born.
After his birth, my mom enrolled in school to finish her degree and worked
full-time. Day after day, she cleaned dishes. She changed diapers. She did
homework. She saved money. She labored to grow a life for us. The pedestal
that I built for her was grand and lofty. All I wanted was her pride and approval, to ease her pain and suffering. I tried to take care of myself. I stayed out of
trouble, did what I was supposed to do. I tried not to be a burden. I was grateful.
The summer before I entered the sixth grade, I sat in the leather swivel chair
at the hair salon. My wavy, dishwater blonde curls fell over my shoulders and
down my back. I smiled at myself in the mirror and told the hairdresser, “I
want to cut my hair like my mom’s.”
She looked at me, eyes wide, and said, “Are you sure? That’s a pretty drastic
change.” My mom’s hair was cut very short, only a couple inches long, styled
close to her head and face.
I insisted, “Yes! I want it to look exactly like hers.”
“Ok,” she said, “it’s your life.”
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She gathered all my strands of hair into a ponytail, hair I had been growing
for years, and cut it off. Within a few short minutes, the transformation was
complete. I looked in the mirror and saw the reflection of my mother staring
back at me.
In rare moments, my mom would talk about her life with my dad. One time,
she told me that one of her dreams had been to have six or seven kids. Even as
a child, I knew that my mom wasn’t going to see that dream realized, and I felt
responsible to make it up to her.
§
At twenty-seven, I became pregnant with my daughter, at almost the same age
my mother was pregnant with me. I could hardly wait to tell her. I taped the
pregnancy test inside an old shoebox and wrapped it. I felt like I was wrapping
up her dream, tied perfectly with a bow. When I presented it to her, she was
excited, but not in the way I expected, not in the “fulfilling of long-lost dreams”
kind of way.
During the pregnancy, my daughter shifted inside of me, which ignited a
burning pain in my lower back that eventually spread to my legs and feet. The
pain settled in deep and wouldn’t leave. On a particularly difficult day, early
in the morning, the pain became so sharp and precise that my husband found
me crawling through the hallway of our apartment, tears dripping off my face,
praying my daughter would shift again and take this pain away from me. When
my mom found out I was at home, bed-ridden, she insisted on coming down. I
felt grateful that she would come. I needed to be taken care of. I needed comfort.
She came, armed with supplies for the sewing projects I had failed to complete
for the nursery. The fabric for the curtains and crib bumpers were piled onto
my kitchen table alongside her sewing machine, as well as the paints for the
wooden letters to be hung on the walls. She never asked me to help, but I felt
compelled to regardless of the pain I was in. I didn’t know how not to help her.
Sitting at our card table, on a tight folding chair, I painted the six letters in
my daughter’s name to the persistent sound of the sewing needle humming. It
took several hours to finish all the projects; when she walked out the door to
go home, I was glad that the nursery was finished. On my way to climb into
bed, I peeked in the bedroom and smiled at the rainbow polka dot curtains and
crib bumpers. They were adorable. As I gently slid myself under the covers and
allowed my body to relax into the softness of the mattress, the sharpness in my
lower back twisted deeply. I released the breath I’d been holding all day and
cried quietly into my pillow.
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I knew the day my daughter would be born, not the due date, but the actual
date. My doctor scheduled the day I would be induced. I would arrive at the
hospital for my labor-making drugs and shortly thereafter she would make
herself known to the world. I marked it on my calendar: have baby. It was so
official, and convenient knowing when she was coming. I could prepare the
way, set the stage for her debut. I scoured the apartment, stored our meals, and
arranged every toy and book at perfect angles. Everything was in its place. I felt
ready.
One afternoon, I leaned against the doorway of the nursery and took it all in.
The bright orange wall with large multicolored polka dots. The light oak crib
and changing table with matching sheets and runners. The stack of fuzzy, pink
blankets. The giant stuffed teddy bear sitting in the rocking chair. Sunshine
pouring through the window. Warm and cozy. It was the place we would bring
her safely home.
On induction day, my husband, my mother, and I drove the snow-covered
streets to the hospital and rode the elevator to Labor and Delivery. We were
greeted by a cheerful nurse and escorted to our examination room, where I
was given the labor-making drugs and told to come back when the contractions started. At home, I sat on our loveseat watching movies, waiting for my
daughter to come. I shifted and twisted and paced and stood and sat down and
breathed. Hours later, labor had finally been made. I sat on the edge of our
queen mattress while my husband timed one contraction after another. It was
time. The three of us bundled up in our coats and drove back to the hospital.
The parking lot was covered in ice, so I gingerly tiptoed across the cement,
standing still each time a contraction hit. The sky was so dark, and the air was
so quiet, like Mother Earth herself was holding her breath in anticipation. The
warmth of the reception area wrapped me up, as I worked my way through
another contraction. My legs were shaking underneath me, trying to hold me
up, hold me together. We stepped inside the crowded elevator and watched the
numbers count their way to the Labor and Delivery floor. We were admitted,
and then we waited some more. The temperature of the delivery room matched
the temperature outside. My husband snuggled into the faux leather lounge
chair next to my bed, jacket zipped up, collar pulled close to his neck, hands in
pockets, shivering. In between pacing the length of the room, my mom worked
on a cross-stitch. I basked in the coolness, my epidural doing its job spectacularly.
Twelve hours later, it was time to push. The nurses pulled my legs up close to
my chest. My husband wrapped his hand in mine, my mom stood guard at the
end of the bed, and I asked my body to do the work it was made to do. I pushed
forever, and still she wouldn’t come. She wasn’t even crowning. And I thought,
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if she doesn’t want to come out, maybe we should just leave her in there. I give up. I’ll try again
tomorrow. Obviously, the drugs you gave me did not make enough labor. I can’t do this. Instead, the doctor gave me two options: emergency c-section or forceps. I had no
idea which was the right decision. I had never done this before. This wasn’t the
plan. This wasn’t supposed to happen, so I just picked one: forceps.
It is hard to describe exactly what I felt when my daughter left my body. When
I failed to push her out, the doctor pulled her out, and the pulling felt like
he pulled my soul out with her. In that moment, I felt hollow; where someone used to be, there was nothing. As I laid there in my emptiness, the doctor
hefted my marvelous daughter in his giant hands and announced, “This baby
has got to be over ten pounds!”—which I thought was impossible and an absurd
thing to say. My daughter answered his announcement with an announcement
of her own, a vulnerable, demanding wail. The weight of that wail exceeded
her ten pounds. I watched carefully as the nurse placed my baby girl on the
scale. The glaring red numbers landed on ten pounds and one ounce. The nurse
cleaned her and wrapped her tightly, then handed her to my mother. My mother gently cradled her, looked at me, then turned her back toward me. Even
though I had just done all the pushing, I felt pushed out.
When it was my turn to hold my daughter, all I felt was shock. My body was
a husk. I couldn’t fully understand what had happened. I was a mother. I had
created this tiny human—well, big tiny human—and she had made it clear
in the sound of her cry that she had needs and wants, and I knew that I was
meant to meet those needs and wants. I didn’t know how to do that. I did know
she was incredible. I couldn’t even imagine what it would be like to take her
home.
I had spent my pregnancy reading all the books. I had diligently tracked the
progress of “baby bean,” that is what we called her. One of the first books I
read had compared her size to a bean, so it seemed fitting. I had become an
expert on sleep schedules and routine feedings. I had drilled my friends and
neighbors for every ounce of wisdom they could offer me about what babies
need. Yet I wasn’t prepared for that moment when I first laid eyes on my
daughter. Those books didn’t tell me that my body would feel empty. There
was no section about the fear and overwhelm that would wash over me when
my baby was placed in my arms. The books didn’t say that motherhood doesn’t
always feel natural; sometimes you feel lost.
I was not excited to go home; I was terrified. I searched for the motions of
motherhood and tried to follow those. Inevitably, the morning arrived, the doctor signed off, and we got ready to go home. I stood in the hospital bathroom in
my mesh panties and an oversized t-shirt. I was stalling. I was fighting back the
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relentless feeling that I needed to be taken care of right now. My exhaustion
was screaming—I have no more left to give. I need rest. Instead of rest, I leaned heavily on the wall and slowly got dressed. My husband and I packed our baby girl
in the car seat, and then he walked while I was wheeled to the rotating front
doors of the hospital. The bitter, cold wind slapped my face and the brightness
of the sun felt invasive. We piled in the car, made sure everyone was securely
buckled and drove to the apartment. Just like that, we were home. With a new
baby. There she was, lying in the nursery we had so tenderly created for her,
and it was all so very real.
After a few days at home, I relaxed a bit. I stuck to the motions. I fed her. I
changed her diaper. I rocked her. I put her to sleep. I bathed her. It seemed
like it might be okay. One night, I sat down on our giant bean bag to breastfeed her. She was already hungry and upset. I was balancing her across my
legs, her face was squished tight in frustration, her tiny arms and legs twisting
and squirming, as I fumbled with my top. I looked down at her as tears welled
up inside of me, and before I could think the words, they left my mouth. Out
came my wail, “I am going to ruin her!” I heard myself repeating it over and
over; the amount of anguish in my voice startled me. There was such finality
and weight in those words. It was as though I had already failed before I even
started.
§
My two-year-old daughter had blonde corkscrew curls and chubby, low-hanging
cheeks. The shape of her nose and the curve of her smile matched mine; she
looked so much like me at that age it was startling. Beyond that, she was nothing like me. Her carefree, daydreaming personality was in direct contrast to my
own rigid and structured sense of self. While I carefully monitored her progress
towards every childhood milestone: rolling over, crawling, eating solid foods,
smiling, she floated through life oblivious to the pressure and expectations. In
fact, she didn’t begin walking till after turning eighteen months old; instead,
when bribed with the TV remote (her most sought after “toy”), she would rise
up on both knees and “walk” towards me. I playfully called her “Mrs. Kneewalker,” while worrying she’d never stand upright.
On a blistering summer day, we were stuck in the apartment, bored and sweaty.
Through our front room window, we watched people cooling off at the community pool across the street. It looked so refreshing. The place was also swamped
with people, who were literally swimming on top of each other. We needed
relief, but no thank you. I turned around and scanned our living room, willing
a pool to appear and one did. Sitting in the corner was a bright, red plastic
tub filled with my daughter’s toys. The perfect little homemade pool. I quickly
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dressed her in a ruffle-bottomed, yellow swimsuit and lathered her head to toe
with sunscreen. We walked outside to the front lawn of our apartment complex.
The air was thick and heavy; we were both anxious to feel the cool water. I
planted the red tub near the shade of the giant oak tree, wrestled the garden
hose into the tub, and watched it fill to the brim. Floating on the surface of the
water were cups, spoons, and other kitchen knick-knacks I’d thrown in before
heading outside.
She reached her tiny hand in to pick up a spoon and pulled it back immediately. The contrast between the hot air and the cold water was shocking. She
tiptoed around the rim of the bucket, water sloshing over the side, scooping up
cupfuls, stirring up waves with spoons. I caught a rogue splash here and there,
and it was delightful. Eventually, she became braver and ventured deeper,
submerging an arm, then a leg, both arms, the top of her head, two legs, until
she was standing in the middle of the tub. Slowly, she lowered her bottom in,
then jumped up squealing. Without a second thought, she dropped into the
water with a big splash, water flying in all directions, grinning ear to ear. She
turned, looked at me, eyes sparkling, and dropped her head back. Eyes closed,
she let loose a laugh that was as close to perfection as anything I’d ever heard.
My eyes welled up with tears as I captured the moment with a snapshot from
my camera.
§
Sitting there, watching the depth of her innocence and freedom, I felt a bit
healed from a wound I didn’t know was there. It was as though there was a
little girl inside of me longing to be where she was, to feel how she felt. Just
as quickly as that inner child arrived, she left. Submerged. Taken below the
surface, and I was the mother again. I smiled at my daughter and scooted closer
to join in her reverie. I hoped I would remember this day. The heat of the sun
on my back, the water dripping off her skin, the clanking of cups and spoons,
the things I needed to rediscover.
Being my daughter is not her whole world. For the first four years of her life,
I learned to create my own love and affection. There is me, and there is her.
When I became pregnant with her little brother, I let go of my mother. Our
family transformed. We lost one and gained another, and the landscape shifted.
I graduated from the role of daughter to mother to human. It is now the four of
us against the world, and I imagine us free.
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Untitled

Anthony Olson-Rodriguez
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Green with Envy

Michael Nelson
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Jack Daniels
Caylee Caldwell
It was a two for one sale on
Good old Jack Daniels
Perfect for
Sunday whiskey
And late night wishing
For someone to share
A second glass with
Instead
Of having two
For one
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To My Lost Daughter at the End
of Winter
Tyler Mortensen-Hayes

My love. Little one dissolving / in morning rain, I’ve told you so many years
/ to wait. To hold patiently the earth-clothes / folded in your anxious hands,
waiting / for my signal. For the well of these bodies / to spill you forth, as if
from the broken mouth / of the river. I have told you no spring / no plum-sky
splitting open / holds as much as your transparent, turquoise eyes / fixed / on
mine, / thick & glistening / trembling with hunger / for wind / & breath / &
the bone-thick scaffolds / of pain. Precious one, fall apart / now. / Let go the
wanting that ruptures in you / like blood spread beneath purpling / skin. Let
yourself be nothing, / weightless as sunlight / falling
through bare trees / into the brown / field. The world grows thinner by the
day. Cleared / of the cries of shore birds, antlers glinting on the hillside / the
redwoods that made of the cliff / a dark & fragrant breathing. I grow weaker
every day / you don’t live. But there is not room for us; / the sea rots / to gray
air. There is nothing / I can give you. Nothing / to fill with your bright voice,
your brown hair lifting in wind that / just now / clears the last grains of salt
/ from our back step. My child, my held sigh / fade / into the pale mist. Your
particles disperse like the fog / of my breath, blooming / in the cold / whirling
/ into nothing
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illiterate poems of a brown girl
Bernice Olivas

I.
My Grandmother had wings
etched on her back
that only I could see
their pattern a goldengreen,
like the parrots she said cackled
in voices of wise women
or iridescent hummingbirds whose power
is vibration
she hid them beneath
bright purple tee shirts
she wore with blue pants and
bedazzled sandals
but I could see them in her walk
in the little tremor in her left hand
I could hear them rustle
under her soft shallow breath at the top of the stairs
I knew they wanted to unfurl;
knew they wouldn’t be pinned
knew she couldn’t stay
not with wings on her back
she died
and I
		went silent
write about her, they say, find the green gold left behind
sweep beneath the bed for cracked quills,
wrap them in hair left on the pillowcase
make an abuela brush
they don’t understand my words for her
are goldengreen feathers
strung along her wingspan
trapped forever on her back
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II. I said: It’s the first time I’ve been on a Greyhound bus in years
They probably haven’t changed much.
What I didn’t say was—I’ve been standing in the darkcold for over an hour
watching killdeer birds scuttle across the pavement. I wonder how they got
such a fool name. The white man who named them must have had death
on his mind, how else could he be so blind to the black banded throats,
the pale brown curve of wings? Did he sit and watch them play? They tease
each other, as they run this way and that scooping up the dimlight-drunk
June beetles (in May).
It smells like rain here, not good rain, not sweet, apple crisp rain, but moldy,
mildew and oil in the dirt rain.
Another thing I didn’t say was how humiliating it was when two white
women pulled up in a car, scattering the birds, parking so they could wait
for the bus, just like me, and then they began to shine their headlights on me
every few minutes like I’m going to lunge forward into their safe space and do
what? Maybe they thought I was a hooker or a vagrant. Could I just walk up
to them and say, but I’m a graduate student? Would it matter?
It tastes like government peanut butter and warm water here, oily and tinny
like aluminum foil
Another thing I didn’t say was how I’ve ridden the bus before, both to
and from a man I thought I loved until my love was smeared on his fingertips;
red, scarlet, crimson, carmine, vermillion. Just how many pretty words are
there for all fucked up? How many ways can you fold pain into a pretty image
like black-blight at the very center of a pale, pink rosebud, or a jagged scar
from a broken bottle on the belly of a golden green river trout?
It feels like concrete floors here, the cold gritty wall against my back, cheap,
no need for beauty here
Another thing I didn’t say was I’m tired, I wish I could just sit on the bench
and doze until it’s time to go. It’s like I’m always going somewhere. But the
bench is in the wind and worse, it’s in the path of those headlights, so I wait
around the corner, hating that this place is so familiar, that I’ve spent so much
time here, in the dark, but I love the birds and it’s the first time in years since
I could listen to them so quietly, that I’ve seen them so close.
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III.
The fat leaves of
the African Violet
that won’t bloom in
captivity
see her slip in
lean her forehead on the
office door,
breathe birth-pain
control exercises
The books she keeps
like talismans, like amulets,
books that are smoke, mirror
and masks she hides behind
see her wrap black
rope hair around her fist and pull
No one sees her slump in her
chair, boneless, voiceless, saturated
with her own disappointment
no one sees her fingers
tap their way across the keyboard
she doesn’t care who hears
the music in the hallway
accordions and guitars
rattling drums, maracas even,
the grito of the Mariachi
hips sway in her seat,
body shifts from a stiff, bristled thing
To languid, softsilk
feet arch and bounce, she gives way
to music sung in a language
she knows only in passing
a rhythm she knows in her bones
her feet move in patterns
older than the ivory
tower built on bone
older than borders shoved
against riverbanks
older than their scholarship,
their bloodless ways of making knowledge
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Thoughts

Josue Gonzalez
What is a brain? Is it just something that gives us a headache? Or is it
smotieng vrey copemlx? Lkie how it can adpat to spenillg lkie this eevn
thgouh we wree tuahgt to splel wodrs correctly 4N9 W0RD2 L1K3 TH12
WH1CH 0N1Y T00K A WH1L3 T0 UN93R2T4N9. Or how the emotions can
control us. Or how they were able to solve difficult problems in the past Or...
Does our brain make us unique compared to other animals? What
if this is the reason we’re on top of the food chain? What if we are smarter than we think? What if we could solve vast problems but we didn’t know
we could? So many questions about us that even we ourselves don’t know.
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Untitled

Jaden Pierce Heat
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Untitled

Jewel Nez
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Beer Spilled
Terry Brinkman

Sitting crosslegged smoking a coiled pipe in the center of her house
Partway open the chalk scrawled front door
Nobbling her beer spilled on the kitchen floor
Unshed tears over the broken arm of her spouse
In the basement Sabastian being chased by a mouse
The Priest to strike her spouse as limp as a wet rag emperor
Nose rags too many being blown to ignore
Wake she wearing a green patch on her crucified silk blouse
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Chocolate Cake
Ashli Moore

Melanin queen
Skin so smooth they can’t believe it’s not butter
Only wishes that it had our kind of flavor
Chocolate
A sweet tooth in a wealthy that’ll give all their riches for a scoop of you
Sugar
Sun kissed like a Hershey kiss but wouldn’t melt if you tried
The phrase “too sweet” isn’t even close
Baked
Hot fudge in the summer
A cold hot chocolate toast
To us
For not cracking in the oven
No pressure
We stand tall and rise in the heat
A simple yet tasty and satisfying treat
An expensive box of chocolate that everyone wants but can’t have
The only kind of chocolate cake that won’t go bad
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On Voice

Lisa Bickmore
Written before thyroid surgery April 2018
I have been going to see The Doctors as of late. It is my new hobby. Let me
offer a brief history:
1. I was born, and apparently a doctor was present.
2. I had stitches when I was approximately four or five. Right by my eye, so
that was scary, for everyone.
3. I had multiple episodes of strep throat, throughout my childhood and
adolescence. I believe that my identity as a poet was formed in the Fevers of
Strep, wherein once, as a teen, I thought I saw a spider as big as my fist in my
bedroom but was too weak to even call for my dad to come get it, for like, five
whole minutes, and then I faintly, feebly called Dad. DAD. because literally it
was as big as a truck. (See? hyperbole.)
4. I gave birth to one two three four five children, with no anesthesia, except
for childbirth the first when I had a local, because no one was going to stick
a needle in MY backbone, no sirree (see also: Our Bodies, Ourselves, and other
accounts of heroic going-without-anesthetic from history).
5. I had no doctor for literally years.
But then my dad had a stroke and then my sister had a stroke, and, come to
think of it, my MOM had had a brain aneurysm/repair. So my other sister and I
figured we needed to make sure our brains weren’t busy cooking up additional
strokes on our behalf. Obviously, we needed to get scanned.
In my case, this meant finding a doctor first, so I could get a referral to get
scanned.
Let me offer a brief history:
1. I asked my friends for doctor recommendations.
2. I asked my daughter for doctor recommendations.
3. I called doctors that had been recommended to me, and in short order, I had
a doctor, and ergo, a doctor’s appointment.
4. Thus was born my new hobby.
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VISIT TO THE DOCTOR #1.
At the reception desk: Please fill out these one billion forms and also please
take this quiz about your state of mind. Are you sad? Are you ever anxious? Do
you have trouble sleeping? Do you sometimes have trouble taking pleasure in
normal things?
Me: WHAT!? please.
Me (in writing): I would be glad to talk about these things with the doctor.
Me (in my mind): ...but I am NOT WRITING THIS DOWN, hell no, and you
can’t make me. (that last part I said out loud to The Historian.)
In the room:
Nurse: Here is your blood pressure, not bad. How’s about a flu shot? Take off
your clothes, so you can be defenseless and vulnerable, because that’s how we
like it.
Me (defenseless and vulnerable) (possibly doing a small amount of light crying): I hate this.
The Historian: I know. I know.
With the doctor:
Me: I haven’t been to the doctor in nine billion years. I have a skeptical
relationship with the medical industrial complex (actual thing I said, which I was
pretty proud of at the time).
Doctor: Sounds pretty reasonable to me.
Okay, then, Medical Industrial Complex, we have a match.
Doctor (palpating): hey, now, what’s that nodule in your throat-stroke-thyroid
region?
Me: the hell you say?
Doctor: how about we get that ultrasounded? Also, give me all of your blood.
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VISIT TO THE DOCTOR #2.
At the dermatologist.
Dermatologist: And now I will take a divot, I mean this mole, out of your
back. Also, wear sunscreen unless it’s a blizzard (actual thing the dermatologist said).
(Later:) Hey: benign!
REPORT FROM THE LABS (aka, my blood).
Doctor on the phone: You are not a diabetic. (confetti!)
AT THE RADIOLOGIST (brain scan).
Technician: what music would you like to be played in earphones that you’ll
barely be able to hear over the sound of the universal gears grinding while we
look at your brain?
Me: Joni Mitchell, please.
[machine grinds]
Joni Mitchell: love came to my door with a sleeping roll/ and a madman’s soul
AT THE ULTRASOUND CLINIC (throat nodule investigation, part 2).
Technician: lean back and expose your throat like a sacrificial victim.
Me: uh, okay.
(later)
Technician: Yup, that’s a nodule.
REPORT FROM THE RADIOLOGISTS.
(a) you got no aneurysms in your brains. (confetti!)
(b) yup, that’s a nodule.
Doctor: well, you can wait a year and get that nodule ultrasounded again. Or
you can go to the endocrinologist and get a fine needle aspiration.
Me: OH BOY THAT SOUNDS FUN.
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Doctor: So we’re agreed then.
AT THE ENDOCRINOLOGIST’S.
Endocrinologist: thyroid thyroid thyroid (points to diagram) thyroid cancer (points
to thyroid model) thyroid cancer?
Me: I can’t hear one thing you’re saying because the word cancer is somehow in
usage in this room?
Endocrinologist: So we’re agreed then.
Nurse: lean back and expose your throat like a sacrificial victim.
Me: FINE (used to it by now).
Endocrinologist: (sticks a needle in my nodule) Are you all right, ma’am?
Me: Well, it’s not exactly delightful, but I’m okay.
(they spirit away some of my vital animal fluids and probably a little bit of my soul)
Nurse/Endocrinologist: stay right here—we need to make sure we have
enough of your vital animal fluids and we may need just a wee bit more souljuice
Me: (lays there like a sacrificial victim)
Endocrinologist: I need to stick a needle in your throat a couple more times
Me: ugh, fine.
REPORT FROM THE ENDOCRINOLOGIST.
Endocrinologist: Yup, cancer. You should get the left lobe of your thyroid
removed within the next six months. Call my head and neck surgery guy.
AT THE HEAD AND NECK SURGEON’S.
Surgeon (who has a cold or something? so is wearing a mask, and is also carrying a huge
knife (not really, just making that up. Hyperbole!)): I concur with your endocrinologist.
Let’s remove that left lobe within the next six months. Surgery surgery surgery.
Also, the thyroid comes pretty close to your recurrent laryngeal nerve, so there’s
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a chance, less than 1%, that we might damage that nerve, resulting in
temporary or (very unlikely) permanent loss of voice.
Me: WHAT
Surgeon: (who knows what he’s doing/thinking behind that mask)
Me: (actual thing I said): Well, I have a lovely singing voice, and I am a poet, and
I need to be able to read and also to break into song at the least provocation.
Surgeon: (thinks I am a loon, apparently, although who knows what he is doing/ thinking
behind that mask)
Me: (settles down) Ugh, fine. Less than 1% chance, you say?
Historian: (taking copious notes)
Surgeon: (swishes out of room in a lordly way with his cutlass)
And thus, I will be having thyroid surgery on Monday. And I will be fine, and
also my recurrent laryngeal nerve will be fine (less than 1% chance that it will not be
fine). Statistically I will be fine.
________________
Because it is National Poetry Month, I went a few days ago to KRCL and talked
with Lara Jones about poetry. I have been thinking for the last year or so about
voice, specifically my poetic, political, citizen’s voice, and what I want to do
with it. Ms. Jones asked me, after I had talked about a few poets who give me
courage and make me want to write poems that might give other people courage, and beauty, and the will to act: What about your own poetry? When you teach
students about poetry, or read work in the community, or send it out, what do you hope will
happen?
It’s a question I realize, at this late date, I don’t have a final answer for. I am
hoping that’s a good thing. Not so long ago, if someone asked me why poetry? I
would have answered, because I can. But now, my answer is different.
This week, I read at City Art with Neeli Cherkovski, who said, among a bunch
of other things, that all poems are instruction. The Historian asked me if I thought
that were true. Horace, the Roman poet, famously wrote in Ars Poetica that
poems should both instruct and delight. I told the Historian that I thought
Cherkovski’s claim might be true if you took a certain view of instrution—
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something like an Emersonian notion, that by reading or hearing poems, and
thus experiencing the poems’ ins and outs, turns, reversals, we are engaged in
the forms of thought they embody. This, I guessed, would be a kind of instruction, I said.
I want poems, which are an embodiment of my voice—not the only embodiment, but one—to make beauty, to enact thought, to take the mind and the ear
and the body, to incite movement and strike fellow feeling. I don’t think it’s too
much to ask of myself as a poet, to aim for all of that.
I also don’t think it’s too much to ask of my surgeon, he of the head and neck
and the fictive big knife, to be extra careful around that recurrent laryngeal
nerve, because I need my voice, for itinerant singing, and because using it is
one of the forms of my courage.

[Note: everything turned out all right. More than statistically all right. I’m
good!]
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Sabastian

Terry Brinkman
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Cloak

Trevor Ross
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The Road Not Taken
Lewis C. Lockwood
(Temptation)
I am the road; the cobblestones your feet shall never know. The lane of
mysteries for which a hidden part of you yearns.
I am the darkened alley sulking beneath the shadow of your world. I am
the wind that whispers to you of the unseen and carries upon its back the scent
of things forbidden.
I can be seen only as far as the eyes can perceive.
I can be known only to the depth of your experience.
In our youth, as the sleek dark tombs of our lives passed by, we beheld one
another. From then until the end of our days, each shall wonder at the path
the other has taken.
A path: not of our choosing, but of expediency and others’ expectations.
I am the essence of all you could never dare.
I am the road not taken.
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No Pink Slips for the Writing
Peter Blewett

we will have no walking out on the writing
what i mean is you can drink the scotch
open the box pull out the parsnips
but no walking out that’s what
i mean when i say no walking out
is a good thing though we may
not be sure why the poem
is behaving this badly
sure you can quit your job
as long as you’re not handing in
the pink slip on the writing thing
and on snow and on hills like some kind
of elephants, and, sure, coffee, salad,
flan, hot tea, tables and talk, and how’s
your narrator @cetera all we know
is no pink slips on the writing
and as for whatever comes
it doesn’t have to do anything
but make some sound
like “the doorbell rang”
or “I went downtown to buy a loaf of bread”
or I smelled the rose and Hassan appeared
every time see writing
as a sort of rogue forgiveness
like the boundary waters
like a bed in a room un lit dans
la chambre when a novel walks in
and wakes the tongue to sing
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deep river or my old Kentucky home
wake your tongue let it sing
no walking out like stars distant
beyond language ask any ferrier
war or peace and cascading bells and
puddles of water and shoes shining
in the day hair and wind
something is happening not
walking out like seven thousand
attempts at the same novel
or soup but stop look listen
to the traffic if you want
just keep going with that next word
or sentence, lay the scene, belly up
to the bar, I don’t care as long as
you write it, write it! says Liz,
let it be an aid to memory
but don’t walk out on your writing
let your voice go crashing like water
keep moving keep singing yes sing
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You Never Know What Happens
Behind Closed Doors
Brooke Ross

I liked horror movies so much
because
I knew they weren’t real
Because what was going on
In my house
Was more terrifying than
Any movie out there
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Who Needs You Anyway?
Marilyn Bushman-Carlton
I got by before I found
your tidy forms, apropos metaphors,
and mots juste.
Sure, you were the best—
read me like a sensor,
satisfied like orange in Fall.
I can go elsewhere for sympathy.
There are other ways to ferret out my feelings.
I can still pay respect to little things.
It’s not like giving up one of the children.
Go! Take everything that reeks of you—
the newspaper with its quips
and structured columns,
the wadded trials of paper in the trash,
the idea mosaics scattered on the desk.
Take your white spaces,
your dictionary and thesaurus.
I hate it when you crouch in a corner and pout.
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As a Single Strand
Angela Fields

An idea inspired while listening to songs by Dustin O’Halloran like “We move lightly”
and “Opus 28”
Our room was too bright despite the dimmed tones of the walls and floor. Full
of the kind of light that erases all the shadows one’s mind wishes to escape
to, if for no other reason than the peace of escape. The smells saturated the
surroundings, the ceilings and tile containing years of smells through fluids.
Those that cleaned, that kept life on, or that carried away. Curtains drawn with
windless unrest, draping out all but weak streams of living light. We lay equally
unmoving with only subtle motions to comfort us that we were still here. Voices
carried in as whispers with foot falls that faded in and out, drifting like the
faces of family and friends. Sometimes one would stroke us, another would
comb us, sometimes a cold cloth would come down to us in care. With each
gentle press, some of us would pass on, leaving the rest of us behind. It was
what each of us wait for, with the memories of the many that had been before.
Each time the wind had blown, or the current changed, this could catch, could
rip out or maybe break off another. We watched them go on or go off, go out to
what end the wind had for them. And then it happened.
I am plucked. Falling. Shaken off. Cast to somewhere from where I had been.
I lie in a space alone, a single strand of hair, in this loud light searching for
the sound of my own soul to hang on to. Only that sensation of knowing I have
one leaves me any relief of my great loss. Time passes, and all but I, the
remnants, and the room are removed. I remain for what seems an eternity.
Until one final reminder of what I am: a relative comes to collect me and the
remnants I lie upon. Even with the slow motion, the anchor I once had is gone
and I feel myself quickly slipping once more, without control, resting on the
chest near the head of my relative. Younger and with the shades of that youth
now lost to me, but I remain grateful to her and to them, though apart and
only a part of what I had once been to give.
The new I as we move on and out in a new direction. Our solemn walks down
halls or through doorways, a series of disjointed motions, heavy and hollow.
Phones dial out, and messages come in, but the fog of our new truth registers
little to this new reality.
“I’m sorry for your loss.”
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“If there is anything I can do...”
“I’m just calling to let you know she passed this morning.”
Quivering under the slightest change, we walk amongst the things still tying
us together. The paces keeping the potential that our foundation and hold
may fall away beneath us, and we will once again find ourselves falling despite
ourselves. Memories merge, they muddle, they find their way through the mist,
and with them, more emotions find their way too. Remorse among them.
Then we are moving in the open. With a determined forward direction, faces
change, and we begin to find focus again. The air opening up to the rest of the
day full of frenzy, smelling like coffee and food around each corner. Not wanting to give up the momentum, we continue forward, still locked together as the
pressing air around us continues but is now full of needed distractions.
Pads of grass of both brown and green, patchwork sidewalks, and playgrounds
dot the path, and soon we are being swept away as the breeze blows. But then
the phone buzzes again and the trail is abandoned to a bench. Looking at
the lighted letters of continued comfort and concern, the last attempt to seek
solitude from one’s own mind crumbles. It begins to rain. Warm salty summer
drops that contrast the colors as moods around us but never enough to fully
cover them completely since light soon shines through, and we can see where
we are. We see ourselves in the others that are still around.
We once again remember those that have gone on and gone off, gone out to
places we cannot see. Some stay behind, between spaces they never meant to
marry. Some mangle their way through the seams only to stop when they find
their struggles only seize them further. Some manage to slip through, separating themselves from their own segments and hope sorrow is a shadow that can’t
follow. Some remain in spaces both seen and secure, the select few who are
serenely satisfied with what sentience signifies, a symbol of stability if one
accepts life’s natural cycles.
We look at one another and fingers close tight around me and the wind seems
to want to take me on as it dries the previous quick and quiet drops. I wave
farewell in the wind and finally I am released. We both eventually find escape.
Then I flow through things forgotten, places, smells, and shadows that reveal
themselves in this new light.
The sickness had come to us as the winter chill receded. It clung to us and even
as we lessened the pull of the other things around us, it continued with more
pressing coughs. Cabinets of pills piled high could not offer us a new possibil59

ity. Those that cleansed, that were thought to keep life on, or that carried the
things one can not handle away. Closer came as our only comfort, the clock
always in view.
But before then had come the unpredictable obstacles, and they find me in this
journey like snagging twigs, like temporary gigs, jagged bricks and barriers,
telephone poles with deadlines, and commercialized corners to catch hold. I
feel again the consistency of styles, the repetition of place and procedures. The
drains of washing away the necessary day after day. I wonder what I may have
gained had I only loosened up a bit, let myself fall as I may and not worry so
much about tangling with all the tassels of the world. The bindings bid me
to submit, but the bands strained me more than I care to admit. Those that
calculated, those that life was maintained on, and from those that I couldn’t get
away.
“We can’t afford that right now.”
“I have to work, I’m sorry.”
“If only I had chosen another career.”
But then the clock seems to wind backwards and a new breeze interjects.
Tossed again into the wind, contorting me like a chrysalis whose shape and
life’s design is still unsolidified, still not certain. The breeze equally untame,
changing its mind to its own set directions, as by its own rebellious natures. I
then find myself cascading down among others like me but in a long forgotten shade. These blue strands sing in the sunlight as a reflection of the sky or
perhaps the sadness, in this moment, of the soul. The hidden colors distorted
by artificial dyes, but the power of being perceived offers them some praise. My
silver center tangles with them, showing at once such sharp contrasts to how I
am now, and I envy their foolish flare and my own forgotten flatteries.
“You can’t tell me what to do, its my life!”
“You don’t know what it’s like.”
“I just want to stand out, be different.”
Entertainment was all that engaged us. We knew no bounds to bother with.
Our starting world too small for us, our boundaries only by the measurements
of our own cowardice. We were those that were careless, those that taunted life
on, and those that ran away.
That moment too was fleeting and the swift breeze pulls me from those blues
again.
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Through alley and afterthoughts, I acted on my own impulse and the space
made way for me. Sliding through sections of the city, slipping by the seconds
sleek and sensationalized. The air prickling with possibilities. Then an earlier
turn transformed me to yet another moment made of sunrises and swing sets.
The air here is sweet with laughter, with swirls of forms going this way and
that, swaying me along. I am picked up by those swinging swirls.
These others are like me but are not. They glimmer and shine as if kissed by
the sun and bounce with a flow that is unhindered, free, and playful. They
sway with the sound and play in this laughter. They lightly touch the hearts
that hear them, softly they sound, yet loudly announce to the world they know
the way. They are those that we care for, those that continue life on, those that
will eventually find their own way.
“Come look, Mom, did you see me!”
“Can we go for a swim today?”
“Race you to the water!”
One place never lasting long, I struggle to stay here with these wonders of
youth in lesser years. Then the swaying dance subsides, and we scurry to the
shore where there is but a moment of darkness, then the sun returns followed
with a sudden splash. Waves wash over us, and before I am ready, I am forced
to leave again.
The current keeps me at times from surfacing, and I wonder if I have gone too
far. Too far from securities, too far from the familiar, and still on the water
carries me. I have no power against its course. I could feel the cool chill
penetrate my cracks, pulling at the many years of crusted artificial additives. It
chips away at the unnecessary walls I had made within myself that kept myself
from opening to the world, to see it clearly, calmly. It replaces them with the
natural elements of this world once again, flooding my recesses with purities
long lost to me. I give into it. Allowing it to heal my wounds, to wash away all
the feelings, worries, and insecurities. Bound to the boundless, bouncing with
the bubbling waters too big for me to keep anything still buried.
What can a single strand do in a world so big?
Had I done all that I was meant to?
Had any of my mistakes in life taken me off course anywhere?
The current continues to cleanse me of any care, and I become content to let
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it take me where it wishes. I realize that the course has been mine and only I
can say if I ended where I wanted to. As I realize this, I accept my destination,
wherever it will be. Backwards, my course does not seem as crooked as it could
have been. I am braided to it. The blossoms recede into buds, the icicles erode
from the falling leaves. Swells of winter melt freeze over the colors from maple,
birch, and cottonwood that sway in the summer shadows.
Through forests and fields, through mountains and meadows, it carries me on.
Showing me places and marvels I hadn’t had the time to fully enjoy before.
Time itself the most wonderous passage. It keeps me crashing over castles of
carefully laid logs, over slippery stones and around the push and pull of plant
and pebbles. Still I move on, ever alert for new things to see. The stream speeds
up, as too do the memories of when we would sail, trailing in the wind running
across the banks or sparkle from splashes in streams such as this.
Small things. Things that one could call the true small joys of life. Skipping
stones, sinking into those beds of leaves, sliding on sheets of ice, or tangling
in summer breezes that you can almost taste. It is then that such a splash and
breeze buoys me back. I am cascading down but then up and out of my own
contemplations of things complete. I am lifted as if by some force that was not
quite done showing me all that I had once been.
Once the leap occurs, over what I believe the last drop to where I will at last
remain, something soars through my own space and seizes me. It rises, this
possible last up and out, and does not have parts that look like me but is
lighter than I, and crawling with life that I have never known and realize now
is what life really is or aspires to be. It is something that goes beyond myself,
that expands all imagining and understanding. One can only live one life but
intersects, weaves, and tangles with others. We can be reminded of the ones
that have gone on or gone off, gone out from where we are now. We are found
in these small things, possibly sitting right next to another, resting between
or inside them. We are folded in the seams that surround us all. We may not
want to find us or the memories we unmask. There are those of us that make
music, strikes cords with another, that keep within us the smallest of details to
the complexity of life, and those that get carried away as we choose to be, to all
corners of the world.
When you are part of a large group, you feel small but not so small as when the
group is full of strangers or when you suddenly find yourself completely alone.
You don’t always realize how big and vast the world is until you are truly faced
with it. At least in those moments, when you are not just faced with yourself
or you only have the limits of your own self against everything else, that this
feeling catches up to you.
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As we continue, so close and yet not even knowing of the other’s true existence,
not even able to have a complete idea or understanding of what the other is or
would be, the wind wills us as one regardless. We are watchers to the world’s
wonders, and one below I know is me. With the same face, hands, toes, and
smile that had been parts of me my whole life. As I stare at these hairs thin
and fine as mine, I can see the beginnings of all the beauty of my life and what
it had held. The colors of it seen as new to me now as colors are to these new
eyes and I whisper to them as I descend.
“Do not blink.”
“Do not look away.”
“Do not overlook anything, not even the small things.”
“You will be with those that care for you, those that give reason to live life on, those that will be
the most important thing in the world to you one day.”
Small and new, as a single strand, I wave to myself and am both here and gone.
It’s time to let go and grab hold. Like a sigh, fade, or flash of a shining light, I
do let go and settle exactly where I began, knowing it is time to start again.
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After Idaho
Mark Brown

I miss the stones,
gray boulders the size of
Volkswagens,
wheelbarrows,
doghouses,
littered everywhere—
in the midst of trees,
centered in farmers’ fields.
High school geology taught me
to call them erratics—
God’s gravel left behind
as glaciers plowed across the landscape,
scraping out gullies and riverbeds.
Erratic comes from errare:
to wander, to stray, to err, to be wrong.
I love an erratic as big as a shed,
blotched with orange lichen,
lounging at the roadside.
Sitting there, shouldering the sun,
letting its shadow mark the hours,
it could stand for something:
it could mean once you stray,
there is no return.
But that stone, hot and silent amid
the field crickets’ reedy whine,
could also say,
wherever the world’s cold forces take you,
make it yours—
the hard, blue sky;
the brassy wheat stubble—
You were carried from home
to find your home.
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Spring Blossoms

Sarahi Contreras
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Untitled
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To Insure a Home

Michael Coyote Montoya
In the mailbox, there was a stack of loose paper without an envelope. At the
top it read “With Regret to the Owner,” then below it was listed all the things
I owned in the house. It slipped me out of my sleeping stupor, and the tender
morning sun now felt brash and overwhelming.
There were the bookcases, then a colon: listed were every book on it, that had
been on it, and were on my list to be on it.
There was the kitchen, then a colon: listed was a categorized mapping of the
space inside a matter-of-fact square. Even the contents of the trash were on
there.
There were my purse and my daughter’s piggy bank, then a colon: the amount
of money we owned between us. Including the twenty dollar bill behind my ID.
I walked back in the house checking each room. It was like following the
directions for the assembly of a home.
The bathroom had articulate numbers detailing the inches of tiles and their
separation from the bathtub and sink.
The basement showed each step and even the one I needed to fix with a small
red circle.
The bedrooms were color coded: mine in red and Desiree’s in yellow.
Small things were changed, however, with no obvious pattern:
Every one of Desiree’s stuffed animals was lined up against the wall, looking
out the window in order of tallest to shortest.
The medicine in the bathrooms on the pages were itemized by Dr.’s name and
date.
My car, always in the garage, was out front on the page. Though the license
plate was correctly listed with an insurance sticker on it. Accurate to the day.
It showed the refrigerator with its make and model listed in small, perfect
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writing on top of it. The magnets, drawings, and pictures all there. I searched
all over the page for any mention of the food inside. There was only a blank
white square.
I called the police after hours of searching for any missing piece of the house.
They arrived past noon, uninterested and rude. They hardly knocked at all
when they came. The two of them stood on the doorstep and hesitated when I
invited them in. It wasn’t until I mentioned how I thought I was being watched
that they walked through the door. I handed them the papers. I told them
exactly how I found them: neatly stacked inside my mailbox, at 7 am, with the
small, red flag up.
Were they there last night?
I checked the mail around 6 in the evening and they weren’t.
They blinked and passed through them page by page; we were in the walk to
the living room. An old mirror hung from the wall. A relic from last December when a man broke through the front door while we were in the bathroom
brushing our teeth. I had locked the door while we listened to him steal and
break things. Most of the time though, the pounding on the bathroom door
only stopping once sirens came.
The mirror was in the pages, of course, with a detailed explanation on how
you could see from room to room to front door. I saw it on their faces, finally.
A serious furrow came over them as they grew to realize the severity of the
cataloguing.
It showed the light switches and all the screws they held: 47 in total; the one in
the upstairs bathroom was missing the bottom left one. Apparently.
It showed the scratches, dents, and blemishes in the furniture as plain, dark
lines made with a darker pen.
It showed my clothes in boutique inventory focus, down to the bras and socks I
never wore and kept in a bag under the laundry basket.
I showed them this part of my closet, and they phoned in for someone to come
take a look.
I sat on the doorstep while Desiree played in the yard. The two officers in the
house preparing. I wondered idly if it showed how many blades of grass were
out here when I noticed the red flag of the mailbox up.
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Desiree was building a circle for faeries and humming a small, undecipherable
song when I walked past her. The yard feeling deep and desolate like a stretch
of land with no rain. I hammered my heartbeat back. I opened the mailbox.
Inside was a single sheet of paper with no envelope. There was no header. The
persistence to my fear guided me to read the page in a soundless moment before I could inform the officers in the house. After reading, the air in me left. I
wrapped my fingers around the fence post and saw the world tilt in a high arc
over me and crash down in one definite wave.
Desiree must have run inside because I heard the door turn. Footsteps met with
me in the grass, and I got to my feet, shivering. They walked me to the doorstep. They proceeded with questions:
What happened? Did I hit my head? Where did it hurt? How badly? Do you
know the day? Do you know…what is that paper? Can we see it?
I heard all of them and only rubbed Desiree’s arm as she shook on my lap.
The officers took the page before I could answer anything. I heard the silence
separate us. It carved open a new rupture of shock in my body.
They began making entirely new plans for us. They locked the doors after we
stepped inside. They called for back-up. They called the first person back saying
don’t come. It’s not what we thought at all. They told us to not get near any
windows. I was impressed through my shock that one of them sat next to us,
unmoving: he had blonde hair. A calm erupted from him when he spoke.
We are going to figure this out.
He said my first name and a smile crawled through his eyes. He had a wedding
ring, and a well-shaved face. The other officer came back into the kitchen; I
looked up at him from the chair while Desiree idly picked at fruit on the table.
The chatter from his radio indirect and far away.
We need to step away for a moment, he said mostly to the other officer; please
don’t move until we return.
The man winked when he stood. They walked quickly to the door, and I heard
it seal shut.
This is what the paper said, and why the windows broke and the fire started
before anyone else could arrive. It said they were coming. It did not have a date.
There was no time. But it included this:
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They knew more about the insides of the house then I did.
The layers of paint dating from its original eggshell white in 1947.
The electricity bills for the last 10 years; the gas for the last 25; and the first
names of the garbage man, street cleaner, and post officer.
The small, nearly invisible hiding space in the wall by the stairs Desiree had
been making into a house for the fairies. It was 3 feet by 5 feet almost exactly.
They knew how much everything is worth.
And how much it would cost to rebuild.
There was a concise paragraph at the bottom.
“We know you think the cops can help. We knew they would try, and the
blonde one would smile. And Desiree would be scared, and you would hold
her, and they would search the house, and all this would happen. We already
knew.”
In the morning, they came. They searched the simmering coals of the house.
They placed footsteps over burned items of a small family’s sense of belonging:
a coffee table; a toothbrush; a worn, silver necklace. Their presence filled the
space, white shirts and well-fitted blazers looking clean and out of place in an
acre of ash.
They found their way into the center of where the house stood: where the
mirror was. They stared into it broken on the ground. Soft smudges blended
with the passing clouds over their faces. They smiled and wondered where they
would hang a new one in the new house they built here.
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After Eric Garner
Laysha Morales

not feeling able to breathe
takes away our freedom
the freedom we need to feel the need
to have to breathe
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Aubade for the Holocene
Rachel White

Temperate golden age of extravagance—
how I have loved eating oranges
year-round, the seasonal cycle of plants
overcome by sea voyages
that bring fruit 5,000 miles
to heap in stores like piled treasure
—era of novel and limitless pleasure—
of fresh cut flowers taken for granted,
where no one needs to miss any meals,
and we could buy anything we wanted.
...
Last night we stopped for a drink
by the beach—tequila and lime
with salt-crusted brim, a tinge of pink
that blurred our rigid grasp of time,
an orchid’s yearly bloom the crowning touch—
of the flavor, we didn’t think much
and waved across the room for the waiter.
Jalapeño pepper mixed with watermelon
was not the best combination,
so we sent it back to the kitchen.
...
Across the west, relict leopard frogs
lived in mud at freshwater springs
now gone dry. The silent bog’s
lost sentinels announce that things
are all connected. Too late I fear.
Reckless as the temperatures rise,
we burn what came before. How unwise
it was, future disasters will declare.
An epoch ends, the writing’s on the wall;
we’re off the rails, no one’s at the wheel.
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Urban Nature Journal: inside with specimen envelopes

Urban Nature Journal: cover and spine

Maker Thread: Urban Nature Journal

Brooke Ross
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Coptic Bound & Junk Journals

Coptic Bound Journals

Maker Thread: Stitched Bindings
Charlotte Howe
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Rachel’s Friendship
Edmund Charlton

“Man, why’s it gotta be so cold today?” I thought as I knelt in the snow with
the winter chill constantly nipping at my nose. It was sometime around
Christmas, so our downstairs neighbors had put up some Christmas lights on
the tree that sat in front of our apartment building and, man, they were stunning. The greens, blues, and reds seemed to transform the white canvas I was
busy mucking up into a Picasso piece of abstract lights and shapes. But none
of that mattered to me. The only thing I could think about was this behemoth
of a snowball I planned to make. I wanted it to be gargantuan. See, I had great
plans for a snowball of this caliber, and her name was Rachel Spinkler.
I had been reading a lot of Calvin and Hobbes recently, and it had gotten to
a point where I almost thought I could do anything that Calvin did because
he was funny, smart, and very imaginative, or at least that’s what my 5-yearold brain told me. I particularly loved the strips where he would play a prank
on Suzy and she would chase him around the yard screaming “CALVIN!!!!”
They always seemed to have smiles on their faces, even after the initial anger. I
figured that could be me and Rachel, right? Two kids living close to each other
and being the best of friends.
Now this was my master plan. Step one, make a snowball the size of King
Kong. Check. Step two, walk up those three flights of stairs and wait for Rachel
to walk out of her basement apartment. And last but not least, step three, drop
this atom bomb right on her face and then proceed to run away from her as she
chases me around the snow. It was going to be great!
I finished dusting off the excess snow of my now football-sized oval of a snowball and proceeded with phase two of my master plan. “Whew, I didn’t think
that this thing was gonna be so heavy!” I thought as I lugged this kiloton bomb
towards the stairs a few yards away. Setting it down, I put my hands on my
hips and began following the steps with my eyes towards the top of our building. Ever so slowly, my eyes met the summit of the third story, and I realized
just how far this trek was going to be. “Well, I had better hurry before Rachel
comes out to play.” I had laid a trap, you see. I told her mom to have Rachel
meet me outside to play in fifteen minutes, so time was ticking.
I began my long arduous climb to the top of Mt. Everest, a light breeze blowing ice and snow into my face and making it that much harder to see where
my feet were supposed to be going. One by one, I took those steps. One by one,
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those steps fought back in their own way. Between ice, snow, and my own weak
legs lugging this ton of bricks, I had my work cut out for me if I wanted plan
“Get Suzy to Be My Friend,” or G. S. B. M. F. for short (it was a work in progress, lay off me, will ya), to be a success.
Through sweat and tears, I reached the summit of the third floor with an
audible moan of exhaustion. I set my white device of doom down and carefully
surveyed the land, looking for any clues that might give away my awesome plan.
Of course, there was the hole in the snow where something or someone clearly
had gathered a bunch of snow. There were also the steps leading up the stairs,
directly from the big hole in the ground. Huh, I guess I hadn’t thought that
part of the plan through. But, nonetheless, if Calvin had taught me anything, it
was that girls wouldn’t notice such obvious things like that. So, picking back up
my doomsday device, I moved over to my position and began my wait.
Hours seemed to pass as I held that ball of snow over the railing right where
I knew Rachel would exit her apartment, completely unaware of the fate of
friendship that I was about to bestow upon her. My arms strained from
exhaustion as the football stayed aloft over the railing in front of me. I knew I
would have but a split moment to strike before she caught on to what was going
on and moved from the X I had conspicuously placed on the ground in front of
her door. With a groan from the cold, I heard her door creak open, and I saw a
purple ball of fur emerge from the obscured doorway.
“Hey Rachel, look up here!” I yelled with all my might so she could hear me
over the sound of the wind that was roaring in my ears from this height.
With that exclamation, I executed phase two of G. S. B. M. F.
Frame by frame, that ball of snow fell from the third story of my apartment
building. Then, as if God himself hit play on the recording at the last moment, I watched that ball of white rocket into Rachel’s face. I saw the impact
as it seemed to splat into her face with a soft pfft. Her body collapsed under
the weight, and I stood there watching, waiting for the cry of “CALVIN” that
always followed pranks of this magnitude. One minute passed, then two. Pretty
soon, I started to wonder why she hadn’t screamed at me or started to chase
after to me to get me back. I continued to watch, my nose kissing the frozen
metal railing, as Rachel, face buried in her purple mittens, rose and sprinted
into her apartment. I watched as the light vanished from my now ruined X as
the door to their home closed, and I wondered “How come Rachel didn’t come
and chase me like in Calvin and Hobbes? What about phase three! Maaan, how
come things never happen how they do in the Calvin and Hobbes?”
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A Pair of Shoes
Clark Felt

So battered, so rough
Cuts throughout, modified, and hemmed.
No, not a single person but me would touch.
Must be the sweat,
No, the blood from my heel rubbing the textured material, I bet.
They’ve served me well.
Could they be sold?
No, not one cent. Nobody would take them.
Yet, I protect them like gold.
A priceless trophy
For steps and leaps taken untold.
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The Snake and I
Ryan Barraco

Wham! Another fish on, I set the hook and reach for my reel, but the fish spits
it out.
“God damn it!” I scream in agony. I feel the tears of frustration welling in my
eyes; if I lose one more, there will be more water coming out of my eyes than
all the water in the Snake River.
I look to my father down the bank; he is once again reeling in another whopper of a fish as he looks at me and grins with his round, bearded, Santa-like
complexion. “Don’t worry boy, all good things come with time.”
I think to myself, What’s the point? I have been fly fishing now for almost four years and
only a handful of fish. I look to him, “Easy for you to say! You’ve been catching em’
like you have a sign saying all-you-can-eat buffet!”
Feeling defeated, I sit on the bank. Maybe I will try something new? Or just have
another beer. Looking at the cold, blackish-blue water, I start to think. Maybe this
just isn’t for me; maybe I just don’t have what it takes.
Once I collect myself, I get up and head down the river about fifty yards. “I
swear if another one gets away, that’s it!” Engrossed in my feelings as a fourteen-year-old that life is pointless, “I will give it one more shot.”
I pick my spot methodically like a hunter stalking their prey; I see a group of
rocks in the almost white, rushing water now. “There has got to be fish over
there, I just know it!”
I step into the water, let loose my fly and begin to cast. The long, looping line
trailing behind, then in front of me, like a giant fish hook until I finally let it
come to rest ever so gently on the shimmering water in front of me.
Right at the peak of the silence, it happens: the bank lets loose, and I go
careening down what seems like an underwater canyon. The ferocity and
swiftness of the ever-not-so-calm black abyss makes me realize how the “Snake
River” got its name. Struggling for air, I finally thrash my way to the surface,
fighting tooth and nail the whole way. As I gasp for air, I try to look back and
scream, “Dad! Dad!”
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It is no use; the water has already carried me about two hundred yards away
from him, and my cries go unanswered.
As I careen down the river like a ship without a captain, bouncing off the now
towering rocks that looked so small, I realize, “You are on your own.”
Then I see it, the bend in the river where for thousands of years it has been
cutting away at the steep edge, leaving massive logs and debris stuck to the cliff
in its powerful wake.
“This is it,” I say out loud to myself, “this is the one that will take me under.”
I flash to the moments I had before about giving up and snap back into consciousness. “I have to get on top of that log, or I am going under, and it is all
over.”
I situate my rod, and put it in my mouth after prying it from my hand. The
fear and enveloping cold are making my muscles stiff and my grip gorilla-like.
Eventually, I get to the log, seeing an endless wave rolling underneath the
three-foot diameter old pine tree. In an instant, I fold my legs underneath
myself and kick as if my life depended on it. “I have done it!”
Miraculously, I grip the log with what feels like the strength of a full-grown
ape, my fingers digging deep into its rotted, slimy, sappy wood.
In my elation, I go to climb on the log, my legs still dragging underneath from
the force of the endless reverse wave. It is then I realize my battle with the
vicious snake is far from over. “I can’t move!”
My waders are filled with ice-cold water and now feel like cement blocks on my
feet, pulling me to my icy demise.
As I look back to try and pull them off, I catch a figure looking at me from
the other side of the bank. It is my father, his once jolly complexion now filled
with anxiety and longing to help his only boy. We try to exchange words, but
the river won’t let up; it seems that we are in a battle against it now, and words
are something it will not let us exchange.
After about twenty minutes of scratching and clawing at the log, I finally get
myself onto the beast. Lying on it exhausted, I look at the wonderfully blue sky
above me still set with crisp golden and pink clouds from the sunrise.
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“I have done it,” I say to myself, too exhausted to speak actual words. “I made it
through that nightmare of a waterpark.”
Once I gather my things, my father motions me to walk around the other side
of the river through the forest to the road where I will be retrieved.
The late May day, which was warm at first, now chills me to the bone as I walk
through the forest, shaking uncontrollably. I find myself laughing, not the
normal carefree type of laugh I am used to, but more of a “Holy shit that was crazy;
I am lucky to be alive!”
I can’t help but remember my thoughts and emotions before and how pointless they were. Here I was, standing in one of the most beautiful places in the
world, and it took a knife fight with a river to realize I cannot give up; I cannot
surrender.
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Liberosis

Trevor Ross
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“...Try not to think about what
has been lost. Rotten windfalls
littering the garden. Winter’s
long
silence
where nothing grows...”
		
—from “Pruning the 		
Apple Tree After Death,” by 		
Tyler Mortensen-Hayes, p. 144

Deerly Departed

Michael Nelson
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Shearing School
Nicole Tomlin

She was a Columbia, from the University flock. When I looked through the
dented, rounded bars that held her in place, my hands started shaking. Straw
was stuck to her sides, and her hooves needed to be trimmed. Her ears were
tagged and busy—straining to understand, and her strong jaw held candor. She
was an old ewe, massive as her breed encouraged. Columbias were designed for
the wild ranges that the sheep of the United States must contend with. This
old girl at the shoulder was higher than my waist—and it was my turn. I was in
sheep shearing school, and the other students had disappeared. I was left standing on the shearing deck with my slippery boots and a sweat-pierced shirt. It
was my turn to go through the “blows,” also known as the shearing pattern, to
remove the fleece from her body. In theory, this is a dance-like endeavor: each
step, each movement, leading into the next one; a well-choreographed,
synchronized display of control, art—a devotion to the craft. For us, the students, it was mostly survival. Over and over they told us, “shearing school will
be the hardest thing you will ever do in your lives.” The old ewe in the pen
stood still.
The huge indoor barn where the school was being held was divided by chutes
that ushered sheep from various pens to the shearing floor. The gate to the
chute was simple to open, a worn clasp disengaging the lock, which allowed the
hinges to swing open. We were supposed to be swift, and steady—moving the
sheep to her lower back first, then sliding her to the shearing floor. As I fumbled with the lock, I wasn’t anything I was supposed to be. I traced her legs and
her powerful shoulders, her neck, the back of her head, wondering how I was
supposed to move her, shear her, release her—my conviction started wavering.
As I moved into the small space, her clear brown eyes snapped into contact
with mine. She knew she was magnificent.
Prey animals derive their power from each other, herds, and flocks—isolated,
they are supposed to be weak and fragile. But as she and I stood there with
nothing but our decisions between us, she was not weak or frightened—and
seemed to decide between the choices she had. She flicked her ears, first the
left, then the right, and sighed. As I inched closer—erasing the space between
us, she didn’t bolt, as she could have; instead, she lowered her head, allowing
me to move her to the shearing floor with dignity.
Shearing is a necessary process for wool sheep. By choice or by coercion, sheep
have become dependent; their wool never stops growing. In order to maintain
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health, shearers remove the fleece annually. She was sheared last year, most
likely by a student as ill-prepared as me. Her wool was likely stuffed in a
burlap sack and shipped to China, as we were doing now. Part of her is probably socks, or long underwear keeping someone, somewhere, warm. I was
starting to sweat.
For the entire process, she allowed me to shear without interruption. She
didn’t kick me or flail mercilessly, a very uncommon experience. Even when
the time-tested shearing positions were nowhere to be seen, she stayed in them
on her own accord. I sang to her as I worked; I called her “big momma” and
stroked her face. If she had decided to get up at any point, she could have. I
could barely hold her in position, let alone deter her from any will of her own
that she might have had. She watched me as I moved the handpiece across her
body as the fleece fell away. The minutes were terribly long, but she was
brilliant. I held her, and she held still.
The final blows of the shearing pattern put the sheep on its side, then, when
completed, allow for it to get up and return to the flock. The sheep stands,
going through the shearer’s legs—out of the shearing area. When we had finally
reached this point, and her massive body rose, I was not able to stand. She took
me with her, a surprise ride on a beautiful beast. Even in that moment, me
suspended, she considered me and stopped. Allowing me a graceful dismount.
After a pause, I thanked her with tears in my eyes. She was far too lovely for
me.
I have continued to learn how to shear—believing in the work and wanting to
help small farms grow animals for wool and meat. Every time I move towards
a sheep, I hope that it is her—that Columbia ewe with the knowing eye and a
gentle heart. So far, none of them have been, but I am still looking.
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Great Basin Ghazal
Rachel White

The planet shrugs—equatorial rain forests drift, entomb
species on a mammoth scale that dominate, decline in time.
Bones resurrect to sleepwalk in museums, undead.
When cloned, they may really live and walk the land again in time.
Rifts between each mountain range expand as do ribs
when I breathe—a ladder through some lonely places measures time.
In this waking dream, every moment is now.
Past, present, and future all become the same in time.
Someday soon we’ll meet our maker or discover
there is none other than the fertile earth and time.
Floating world, a scrim of gauze between blue oceans
and the frozen void of space, infinite time.
We pollute the air, ice melts, nights grow hotter—
age-old maps of winds and tides change in rapid time.
People migrate, displaced by human-caused disasters—
some will die in desert dust with no monument to time.
Salt pans of paleo lakes reflect a blind sun
in the white ghost of water, vaporized time.
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For Bonnie Lou
Amie Schaeffer
Dear Gram—
I hope that when you left this planet
You were lifted to the heavens
By an angel with strong arms, dark hair
And smoldering eyes
I hope you held onto his bicep the whole way up
Your final wish, so simple, so sweet
A sassy new ‘do
I hope now it is in a hue of your choosing
Your original brunette or your signature fiery red
I hope you get served anything but black coffee
Have hours of uninterrupted Jazz games
Share space with your son
Healthy and free of circumstance
Get to hold your great-grand in your arms,
I’m not certain you ever got that chance
Remind him he is loved
Tell Gramps to dance with you
Get swept off your feet
And I’m sure he’s ready to say
“I love you, Bonnie Lou,”
Because it is what you deserve
I hope this time,
Everything is on your terms
That you get a place in the sky
Becoming a celestial beacon
To continue shining on us all
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Find Us in the Starry Light
H.E. Grahame
(a villanelle)
Find us in the starry light
Spinning dolce lullaby
Waltzing in the inky night
A Mambo through black and white
Like fireworks in July
Find us in the starry light
Plies in golden spotlight
To symphonies in the sky
Waltzing in the inky night
A Pas de Deux in flight
Like a cosmic butterfly
Find us in the starry light
Pirouettes in black midnight
to an orchestra on high
Waltzing in the inky night
Spinning like a satellite
With this song of “you and I”
Find us in the starry light
Waltzing in the inky night
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This Year; This Star
Marilyn Bushman-Carlton
What luck!
a flash of joyous yellow
peeks out
from beneath the couch.
Blame January
for my out-of-proportion glee,
but praise it, too,
for the house is again ordered
and simple—
each Christ child laid
into its box with holy parents
and worshippers
of all textures and degrees.
Every year as I put the celebration away,
I overlook one of the ornaments;
this year, this star
must have been ordained to stay.
Oh! the artist,
who must have read my mind—
how she shaped
a small mean hunk of wood
into this chunky butterscotch shape,
then smoothed and blunted it,
brushed it with gloss,
making it a weight
to cradle in my palm,
an ersatz,
holy thing of optimism.
But that’s not everything:
The star is meant to hang.
The artist haphazardly,
crudely overwrapped it
with a generous loop of rusty wire.
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Final Student Project for Metal Sculpting (FA 1080)

Maker Thread: A Frickin’ Rhino

Jared Arvidson
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Purse Form: outer cover

Purse Form: inside and contents

Maker Thread: Invented Forms
Brooke Ross
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Deep Disguise

Ashlee Christensen
Just be you.
But who is me?
A shell of what
I used to be.
A shameful face
Amongst the crowd.
I have no voice;
I’m not allowed.
I stand here still
In an empty room.
Alone with you,
My only doom.
You see my face
And close your eyes.
Something’s hidden
Under a dark disguise.
Just be you.
But can’t you see?
That who I am is
Who I’ll always be.
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Moonlight Flight
Bree Sorensen

She runs across the moonlit beach, her golden-white hair behind her,
For none is so fair to look upon but the daughter of Elle Schnider.
Her small white feet run with the pain of burden in her broken heart,
For she does not run for pleasure or sport, but with fear of the looming
shadows in the dark.
White tears stream down her face like cold, icy shrills;
Her breath swirls from her prudent lips like the ghosts of midnight stills.
Her mind swirls with confusion and questions she dares not ask,
For why did her father make her marry a man where love surely did not last?
He has beaten her thrice, and it has only been their wedding night;
The dark bruises on her body show her broken in plain sight.
She must not let her husband find her, for if he does, it will be hell to pay.
She must get away from the cruel, cold eyes; she cannot bear another day.
She climbs the rugged rocks that scrape her knees and try to hold her back;
But her will and heart are made up; there is no turning back.
She stands on the edge of the cliff knowing her horrible fate,
She can’t live in a world filled with justifiable hate.
She finally takes her leap as a strike of lightning pierces the dark night.
She falls and feels no more pain as she goes towards the warm, heavenly light.
They found her body the next day washed up on the shore,
But though she is still fair to look upon, her eyes will shine no more.
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Till Death Do Thee Part
Caylee Caldwell

Wendy is wearing the prettiest white dress. It’s a brand new one, satin with
a bow at the waist and high neck. Her lipstick contrasts almost too perfectly.
Mom is walking her down, smiling like she isn’t terrified of letting her go.
Mom’s always been afraid of goodbyes. I guess this time I understand. There’s
other people here too, and I recognize most of them. It’s like a big family
reunion where everyone is dressed too nicely and doesn’t speak. We’re all sitting
like statues in the high-backed temple chairs, watching as Wendy floats down
the aisle, coming to rest at the raised flooring at the front of the crowd.
“Friends and family,” the priest says, stepping forward to stand next to the
coffin. “We are here today to honor the life of Wendy Brown.”
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What I Found
Shandy Clark

Repression now unraveling... My eyes
were glistening, the time I heard “I’m here!”
Then felt the shift where he would only sigh,
his grip so tight, he left me only fear.
How do I get the past to leave my mind?
Just look! You see? My soul is far from free,
as in my womb he left a child behind.
I bore our son, and this brought shame to me.
I love my son though he looks like that man.
The man who kept all my lost pride for his,
but my son is not him. He’s better than
the man who rapes, demeans. How sweet he is.
How different he’ll be. I’m happy,
now, with knowing he’s the best of me.
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Diaper Drawer
Destiny Wallingford
Nesting.
Expressed through an urge to clean and organize with an overwhelming desire
to prepare home for baby-to-be. According to old wives’ tales, once nesting
urges begin, labor is near.
I nested the hell out of our little farmhouse. Every surface wiped, kitchen
cupboards rearranged to prepare for bath time, spring flowers planted, books
moved from closet space to a newly acquired vintage shelf so as to make way for
all things baby. We were ready to welcome our golden nugget.
Our angel arrived on the sunny afternoon of March 18, 2019. A six-pound,
three-ounce, wrinkled, little Indian lady with oodles of auburn hair and the
longest, most stunning set of newborn nails imaginable. Winston “Winnie”
Sheri Wallingford awakened the depths of our souls. From the beginning of our
pregnancy, mother’s instinct told me our twenty-inch bundle was a girl, though
we chose to keep the ultrasound confirmation a surprise. Hearing her dad be
the first to see the reveal by exclaiming “She’s a girl! She’s a girl!” is a memory
I will always cherish. These most joyful of moments carried on into the days
ahead. Winston was calm, content, and a longed-for blessing by her humans
and animal siblings alike.
In the early morning hours of day five with Winston, we rushed to the emergency room of Primary Children’s Hospital. Being informed our sweet baby
had turned ill, her father and I experienced a series of heart-rending veils lifted
before us, discoloring the sweetness of new-parent reality. On day ten, Winston
passed away in the arms of her family.
Some things are beyond understanding. Perhaps one day we will be shown the
answers. There equally exists the possibility we will not. Meanwhile, Winston’s
father and I live in the wake of her death. We often encounter the seemingly
supportive phrase, “I can’t imagine.” I think it is important to make an attempt.
For the sake of increasing awareness and cultivating a culture of compassion,
let me give you a glimpse of what it feels like to endure the death of your newborn.
The depth of the loss is like harboring a fatal, internal wound—a life sentence
invisible to many and one requiring tending until I am no longer. My soul
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aches from its daily chore of weeping. The chore is not optional as it originates
deep within and cannot, nor should not, be controlled. Add on excruciating,
devastating darkness, where very few outsiders venture to support. The path one
walks when losing a baby in our culture’s status quo can be very desolate as it
is not flashy or fun or convenient to be present for another’s murky mess. And
yet, at times, another is what the bereaved need most. Another to sit in silence
and hold space for us through the lamenting. Another to love us with a warm
embrace when months down grief’s alleyway we open the diaper drawer we
forgot we formed in nesting’s anticipation...
Unexpectedly confronted with its wisely collected contents of wipes, changing
pads, ointments, and diaps (as we refer to them in our home), all that is shatters into a trillion pieces around me, the room turns black while blurry specs
flutter my vision. I am overcome by a blizzard of emotions, then somehow
simultaneously, everything stops. Paralyzed by the reminder of my baby being
no longer and how each aspect of my existence changed as a result, I am
sadness. I am momma to a child whose voice I will never hear. Oh, how I long
for the sound of Winnie calling my name!
Momma, sweet momma...
This is mourning. There are no terms. Unravel in the diaper drawer’s joyous
and sobering shadow for as long as you need. Be soft with yourself. Remember
she loves you for nesting love all around her.
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Untitled

Jewel Nez
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Playing with Fire
Caylee Caldwell
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Matches

M.R. Divine
One word
one action
is all that is needed
nowadays.
so flip open the lid
and pull one out,
strike it hard
and watch the world
burn
down,
and darlin’
oh darlin’
don’t forget your crown.
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Malachite

Laysha Morales
Going nowhere is how it feels
My mind is constantly in mischief; it’s almost unearthly
I’ve tried meditation but I’m in a bit too much on my thoughts
To focus on the stillness and its art.
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Quick Flies Tied
Clark Felt

Gravel crunches, car stops.
Rushes to open trunk.
Squishes through mud and slush
Meets the swift current-rush.
Lifts rocks, checks the trees,
Has to sneeze.
Finds fish, What’s today’s dish?
Looks like they’re eating a type of midge.
String, hooks, feathers, the lot.
Make sure to tie the right knot.
Barely on, the excitement too high.
The fish takes a bite.
Fish released.
The integrity of the fly has ceased.
Time now wasted to make another fly.
Sun now setting.
Regretting,
As the sound of the river fades away.
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At the Youth Shelter
Lisa Bickmore

Write about an object that’s important
to you. One that’s crucial. Now, write about
a place you were last night. Use details.
The big window looks out on a road
and tracks, from a warehouse remade into
a shelter. The occasional car moves
soundlessly. Everywhere, I see flyers
on the walls to remind: no drugs: but if
you need help stopping your drug use, help is
available. It’s afternoon. One boy
has draped his long body over a chair
near an outlet so he can recharge his phone.
Soon will come the hour for bed signup. Clouds
form in the window frame. One boy—Dan,
first name only, not his real name—says,
I’m not that good at writing, I’d rather draw.
Draw then, I say. Draw the place you were last night.
Use detail. Draw the object you’d keep
if you could keep nothing else. What would that be?
He turns to his paper, sketches a mythiclooking eye. It looks mythic to me
because from my viewpoint, upside down,
it seems all-seeing. I wonder: Where were you
last night? Were you on the bike I see locked
to the outside rack? And if so, how late?
Another boy—first name only, Paul, not
his real name—sniffs. His eyes are red. He writes,
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words into lines, about the headphones
which allow him a private world. Where
was he last night? In a soundworld pulsing
only for him. And I was in my bed,
not sleeping well, and outside, a storm
considered its timing. Dan sketches
a brow over his penciled eye. The other
breaks his lines near the right margin. We read
what we’ve written aloud. Afterward, Keep
what you wrote, you did good work here—
take a picture, the woman who runs workshops says.
They know her, they know she knows that even
this piece of paper might be more than
they’d want to carry. She’s brought sandwiches,
goad and reward for coming, so maybe
they’ll take up a pencil instead of
dragging on cigarettes outside, instead
of making loud talk downstairs. I’d thought
to let them keep their pencils, but they’ve left them
on the table, so I tuck them back
into the sleeve, into my backpack.
There are not enough beds for the ones
who need them. Tomorrow, says the storm
in the window, not tonight, not yet.
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Love Hurts

Amberly Overby
You ate my heart. You pulled at my
heart strings and ripped them out.
I remember you beckoning me over, telling
me that I’m safe in your arms.
You smiled softly, you quickly sunk your sharp
And vicious teeth into my neck.
You threw your head back, my pure blood staining everything.
You whispered into my ear softly, “I love you.”
I remember the day when you asked me to carry
your heart. I held it carefully,
my hands cupping the crimson heart.
I smiled, knowing that you trusted me.
I remember the desire to crush your heart,
to crush your heart like you did to me.
All the tears I have shed were for you.
I’ve given you everything you’ve ever wanted.
I remember when I leaned down to your ear,
your heart in my hands.
I squeezed hard, you screamed out.
I ate your heart like you did to me.
I whispered softly, “I love you too.”
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Untitled

Jacinda Sweat
“Baby, stop!” I squealed while he touched the spots on my body that came to
life with his touch. “You’re going to have to make me!” he festered back, while
catching my eye and winking slowly. Giving me a glimpse of those soft blue
eyes I’d never grow tired of. He gave my body another tickle. Out burst all of
the laughter I’d held in so tightly, exploring the room with the echo I could
never keep consumed in his arms. Exploding from my heart was nothing but
love and happiness. I knew his touch would never grow old, his voice never
meek, and his love would always be my story. He was mine; he was my forever.
Our memories flooded my mind as he snickered “Bitch!” to me. Two years felt
like 50, dragging with the days, as my feet began dragging across the floor. His
arms felt stronger than I ever remembered them, fingers gripping my skin.
“Stop! Why are you mad at me? What did I do?” I shouted, with the false hope
he could hear me over his drug-invested mind. The mind I loved. The mind I
vowed to. The mind...that could kill me…How do I stop this? My thoughts
began to race as he dragged my helpless body past our children’s door. I began
pleading with god that they couldn’t hear this. He pulled me onto our bed and
I could smell the sweat, the anger, and the intoxicating joy he began to breathe
from my body. “Do you love me?” he asked, his words sounding wicked and full
of rage. “Not going to respond, huh?” he said with eyes that shouted fight into
my soul. “I don’t understand,” I sobbed. He threw my phone to the ground, and
as it shattered into a million pieces, I thought of everyone who might never
know the truth.
He looked back at me with a glare of death, and with words that were slow.
“Everyone knows how unstable you are; it will be a shame to tell them how
you hurt yourself.” He climbed on top of me and wrapped his hands around
my neck, with a squeeze that became tighter and tighter, as tears took over my
cheeks. All I could feel was the need for air, the need to stay alive. “I… I…”
I felt my eyes slowly ease shut, with the word love gripped at the tip of my
tongue. I couldn’t speak. I couldn’t breathe. I felt my body twirl downward,
as it begged me for oxygen. Suddenly, my whole world went black. I felt my
strength tossed away because I said I could compromise, because I promised
you my life.
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After Your Death

Tyler Mortensen-Hayes
I don’t hang your picture. I live
in the stab wounds I make
in the wood between each finger,
punctures where my body rests
like spoiling rain.
I have spoken the names of flowers
in place of your name,
allowed summer to daze me
from my seat on the high balcony—
the summer of which you were lover
& form.
You who knew enough to drink
the blue expanse of sky held in potholes
after the storm, to feel yourself made sky,
to wander the dunes
leading down to the shore
& hum the unutterable language of waves
washing over bare feet.
You have given me everything—leaf, stone,
fire. I hold them in my hands
but do not speak. What broken sieve
is this spirit. What river’s mouth
choked by paper, cabal
of plastic, tangle of wire.
When your body dissolves, ice
in the raised sun, I circle the pool
for hours. Nameless with thirst.
When finally I dip a finger & taste,
a peach bud falls in like a coin, waits
for enough light to open.
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Devils We Love
M.R. Divine

Friends are the devils
we love
hiding behind
the divinity of god
behind
the masks of angelic
beings
on high
everything about them
a perfectly manicured
fingernail
beckoning you towards the edge
never knowing to hell
you’ll ultimately go
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A Convenient Murder
Bree Sorensen
In the car,
He never pauses.
Pulls my hair,
Breaks my lip.
Forces me down
Onto his cock.
Gagging me till
My breath is lost.
He wants power,
Twitching hands.
Fuck, I’m lit,
Twitch…
Twitch…
Bite my lip,
Twitch…
Twitch…
Tense I sit,
Twitch…
Twitch…
Hope I’m swift,
Twitch…
Twitch…
Pull my switch…
Soft,
Gasp,
Warm,
Gargle.
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Car loses control,
Warm liquid slips.
Crash!
Crash…
Brain fuzzy.
Red,
Black,
Out.
Screams, shakes, cries,
While my monster inside smiles.
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Ink

H.E. Grahame
Time wanders
tick-tocking
as it goes.
Painting me
with tattooed
memories.
Staining me
and my thoughts
as they fade.
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Waiting for Godot

Michael Nelson
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Untitled

Hazel Peraza
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Thirst

Lisa Bickmore
			Joshua Tree
That day we didn’t see the rufous
hummingbird. Perhaps it whirred
only at morning, or was in migratory transit.
We did see a hummingbird moth,
its pinkish wings in a blur, when a woman
on the trail pointed it out—we rushed back
a few yards to see it thrum
over mountain balm, then disappear.
Rufous means red, or reddish,
often supposed to share a root with rude,
as in raw, as in red: but the supposing
doesn’t make it so, as the etymologist
points out that there is not a shimmer
of a meaning ‘red’ in rude, and thus
the connection rests in the air.
When you are well again, I want
to go back to that dry canyon,
want to be there at the right time
for rufous hummingbirds, to see
one’s body gleam in the pink air.
While we’re at it, I want us to walk
a mile as we did, to see the grebes
rise again from the Salton Sea at dusk
in a clatter. I want us to be nothing
but a chasing of blossom and perfume.
The little town below us glittering
in the falling dark—I want to watch that
again with you, then each of us turn
to our separate books, and I’ll lie on the sofa
and you’ll be in the chair beside the table
where the lamplight pools. I rue it,
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the time we’ve spent and the time
we won’t have, time not yet in our pockets
to spend but as tangible, almost, as the whir
of a bird we missed: my rue more polite,
less bloody than the fury for seizing it,
the transient rage that might smash such hours.
Now, we can hear the birds call to each other
in the dark of it all. The right time is relict,
like the burnished bird nowhere in evidence.
It has, I imagine, a copper throat, feeds
at a nectar we can’t reach.
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A Giggle and a Hiccup
Amberly Overby
A giggle and a hiccup.
I was drunk on your
love.
Your love was intoxicating
to me.
You kept me in place with
a red ribbon of
lust and love.
You intertwined my soul
with yours.
And I’m bound to
you forever.
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Hell Is a Parking Lot
Catherine Young

Ron was once my drug dealer, and I was a slave to the heroin he supplied. A
skinny, unkempt shell of a human desperately seeking out a fix. Thirty long
rehab days later, I found myself at his townhouse once again. The July heat,
combined with my mental state, made the parking lot feel like actual hell. I
hung my head as a war started in my mind.
The little mirror on the visor reflected my appearance, and shame, back to me.
My face and eyes had changed so much over the past 30 days. The pick marks
on my face were barely visible, my eyes had some light behind them, my color
was coming back, and I looked healthier.
“Sobriety looks much better on me,” I thought.
Ron’s sleek black Chrysler 300 was parked right next to me, shining hot sunlight into my eyes. It was blinding me, just like my addiction was distorting my
priorities. I was parked to the left of the staircase leading up to his uniformed,
white townhouse door…and my inevitable relapse.
I started thinking “What would I have to do to get the heroin, probably sexual favors… If
I can get the heroin, will Ron have a clean needle I could have? No way would I waste it by
smoking it! And what the hell am I gonna do with my kid in the back seat?”
The ritual of shooting up was half of the reason I was there at all. I yearned
to see the blood flume into the syringe and slowly push the dirty brown liquid
into my arm. I would have to hold onto that little balloon, and the needle, until
after I drug tested back at rehab. “Would I be able to hold off?” the thoughts
continued to ruminate.
Tears started to fill my eyes, and I let out audible cries. I looked up at the dirty
ceiling of the car and cursed God for my predicament, “This is such bullshit!
Why would you do this to people!?”
I was bawling, inconsolable, as my 4-year-old son asked me from the backseat,
“What’s wrong Mommy? Why are you crying?” I had almost forgotten that he
was there. I turned to him and looked at his pale, beautiful face. His big blue
eyes looked so sad, pleading with me to feel better. My cracked voice fumbled
out the words, “Mommy is very sick, baby.”
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My seatbelt came unstrapped from its buckle, releasing its restraint on my
body. This was it. The car door opened, and my body began slowly climbing out
of the car. Shaking, I stepped out and just stood there.
I couldn’t do it. I was defeated, tied to the car solely because of a shaggy,
blonde-haired child. We drove away from that parking lot, Ash being
completely unaware of what really just happened, and me slumped in my seat
barely able to lift my arms to steer. Tears and sobs continued to haunt the car
all the way back to the treatment center. I was finally safe again.
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Mother

Shandy Clark
You were never there for me
No matter the situation.
Is this what you call a family?
I can’t even name a memory
Where I felt anything but separation.
You were never there for me.
Though this wasn’t surprising to see
You missed my graduation.
Is this what you call a family?
You’re the best in one degree,
Always number one at desertion
You were never there for me.
I’ve already heard every apology,
Many lacking any real devotion.
Is this what you call a family?
This is not how a mother should be,
Which is why I’ve asked the question:
You were never there for me;
Are you really my family?
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Earthling

Viridiana Alfonso
nature is never silent;
she always has something on the tip of her tongue.
she captivates me with cool air
and soft rustling of trees.
with mountains higher than a bird can fly,
i should feel intimidated.
instead, i am empowered.
for she is i, and i am her.
we inhale hope
and exhale negativity.
we are as powerful as we are wild.
our power is not determined by our size,
but by our stance.
we live as we die,
and we grow as we fall.
we are endless.
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Fastfood Napkins
Brooke Ross

I gathered up my booger-soaked napkins.
Gripping them firmly even with the liquid squishing out onto my fingers.
Thinking to myself that I should have just left them in your car.
Have you clean them up & get boogers all over yourself.
Have those gooey booger-covered
Crusty fastfood tissues
Be the last thing you ever had of me.
But my next thought was to leave you with nothing.
Not even a reminder of the last state you saw me in.
Continuous sobbing
Yelling loudly
&
Broken.
I didn’t want you to have that reminder.
So I gathered all my used tissues, stuffing them into my pockets.
So that I could take that memory away from you.
Taking the memory I had of that night & throwing it away myself.
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Pineapple

Melissa Calderon
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Crab

Caylee Caldwell
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The Monster Under Your Bed
Viridiana Alfonso

you seem to be in a daze,
staring unseeingly at the wall.
i would know. i’m the only one
who can read you.
your eyes are glossy with the knowledge
of Pain, who hungered for a prisoner to
turn insane—one look at your heart of gold,
and Pain smiled gleefully;
naive Wonder, the key to your freedom,
just out of reach, but who you’re foolish
enough to reach for;
unsettling, beautiful Uncertainty,
unyielding in its manner, ready as a rose
to prick your skin and draw blood.
you blink, and not unlike a broken record,
it all comes scratching to a halt.
dread fills me as the realization settles.
you don’t need me anymore.
but you will miss me.
for the horrors out in the world are real,
and i am not.
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Window

Tyler Mortensen-Hayes
Now
like the wet, clean mouths
of newborns,
the purple & white crocuses
in the small garden
beneath your window
open.
When will this be
the right place for you?
Meanwhile
birds return
to the hollow trees.
The sky grows heavy
& tears open; rain
touches everything.
—Your face
so close to the glass,
you can feel cool air
emanating, like something
whispered.
See how the aspens
fade into the rain fog
& are gone.
How the soil in your body
speaks
its own language.
How you refuse, again,
to part the wilderness—
to step out & follow
the rising mist
of your own breath,
lifting
into the branches.
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The Visitation
Peter Blewett

You must think you’re the Dwight D. Eisenhower
of music, listening in your republican robe
to this fine Saturday of song and getting breakfast
ready for your young democrats the way you did
in those halcyon days when we were kids
and nothing was wrong but braces
and Tommy Mills teaching me to shoplift,
although he didn’t do a very good job—
I was caught the first time with three bottles
of model paint and warned never to return
to the store, though I went back once, years later,
worrying if they would recognize this thief.
I was guilty then, but not so much when
in first grade I lifted cherry lifesavers.
When I offered our sister Carrie one,
she dragged me right back to confess
my crime to the store manager.
Is that how I learned what sin was? Years later,
when I shouted, “God damn you” at Ron Mockel,
I trudged all the way back to St. Leo’s to confess
my first mortal sin. But here we are, now
all these years later, and tell me why you are
so happy now, my dear sister Katie, pregnant
and barefoot, outside in the snow, gathering logs
for the fire, then inside brewing coffee, scrambling eggs,
turning up the volume of this morning all the way.
How can I let these mornings go, knowing how soon
you’ll leave, how soon we’ll all be waving good-bye.
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I Am Still Here
Jillian Johnson

No one dared approach him.
The boy with raven hair.
He sat there,
eyes unblinking, tears leaking,
staring at the gravestone.
Its shadow was cast over him,
its words nothing but an attempt to tell of who lay below.
The words carved knew nothing.
They gave a name, but told no tale.
They said when she took her first breath,
and when her final one escaped her,
but the moments in between were left
				
		

unseen.

No one dared approach him.
The boy who laid roses with the thorns still attached.
Natural, like the way she once moved.
Sharp, digging into his skin as he set them before
what was supposed to represent her.
He never wiped the blood away,
allowing the droplets to roll down his palms.
He was alive, unlike her cold form below.
He could feel, he could breathe, he could ache,
but she was there no more than the stone that marked her
grave
				
		
No one dared approach him.
The boy who cried no tears.
He had quit weeping years before,
still amidst the pain.
The tears may have escaped his body, 			
but the emotions still remained locked within.
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So even they he kept sealed away,
for his time of giving had ceased.
His heart had faltered the moment hers had,
holding his within.
He could give no more,
for all he once had was within
				her.
No one dared approach him.
The boy who sang no song.
Her voice had been the only one to reach his jagged heart.
Even the most joyous of melodies,
to him remained an empty ring.
Yet silence was his torture,
where memories would writhe.
Rise up from their hollow crevices—
to mock, cheer, and scream.
They lashed him down,
the past becoming his chains,
his life empty of
		
reins.
One dared approach him.
The boy who lingered there.
The man spoke,
voice void as the gaze that met his.
His question was a knife, cutting to the bone.
“Why do you linger here, with life still yet to live?
The one you once loved shall never rise again.
Your loyalty here has nothing to
				give.”
The boy spoke.
The one who still lingered there.
His eyes and heart an abyss to all that see,
but yet the quiet voice held none.
As rich as the day she left,
he answered for all that gave ear:
“I am still here.”
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Penitent

Eseineaso Lole
I’m sorry,
For the injustice you’ve received,
I’m sorry,
They don’t care about your needs,
I’m sorry,
Fairness isn’t guaranteed,
I’m sorry,
Many disagree,
I’m sorry,
Many are corrupted,
Like this government,
I’m sorry,
A great deal is suffering,
I’m sorry,
For those who are still recovering,
I’m sorry,
You’re always fearing for your life,
I’m sorry,
Second chances don’t come twice,
I’m sorry,
Life isn’t always right.
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Untitled

Nathalie Ramirez
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Two Medicine Valley
Terry Brinkman
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How I Learned to Stop Driving
Louis Borgenicht

Two months after I stopped driving, I decided I wanted to be a Lyft driver.
I had taken Lyft a number of times and had encountered a couple of rewarding
Lyft drivers. The first was an eighty-year-old man who had retired but liked
to drive. It turned out he had fished in one of my favorite streams: the Upper
Weber. I had fished there for six years, and both of us had caught all manner
of trout and a few grayling that had escaped from Sand or Dollar Lakes.
The second enchanting ride was with a driver who turned out to be French, a
revelation I discovered as we reached my destination, Foothill Shopping Center.
He allowed as how my accent was perfect, and I felt I wanted to engage him in
conversation for a few more minutes, but the ride was over and he had gotten
paged by a new customer.
§
Thinking back over the years about cars I had driven but would never drive
again was both classy and amusing.
My first car was a 1947 Willys Jeep with a detachable wooden body. It stood out
in the parking lot of Mamaroneck High School and attracted the attention of
a couple of girl friends. Over the ensuing years, I drove a Volvo station wagon,
which I had picked up for my father in Europe; a Subaru Outback; a VW bug,
which I sold but unfortunately forgot to check the oil (it froze on an interstate
in Cleveland and consequently the deal was scotched). In 1974 I bought an
orange VW Vanagen. My father was concerned about the well-being of his
grandchildren in the event of a head-on accident. He flew out to SLC from
New York within a week and discovered a foundry on the west side where they
welded a six-hundred-pound tire rack to the frame. From that moment on, the
van rode with a twenty-degree forward slant all the way from Salt Lake to New
York in 1979, engendering quizzical looks in at least six states. Over the
ensuing years, we had a Prius and eventually graduated to an all-electric
vehicle, the first being a BMW that I leased through a program from the
University of Utah Sustainability at a ridiculously low price. When the lease
was up, I switched to a Nissan Leaf.
§
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We no longer own the Leaf, and I no longer drive.
As it turns out, I had three incidents in the first four months of owning the
car; each of them involved hitting a curb and causing an immediate flat. The
last time I also damaged the wheel: the repair cost $680.
When the accident occurred, I was despondent. My wife had said for years that
I should stop driving. I looked at the tire, called the emergency services, and
waited for the tow truck to arrive. I knew my life had to change.
I called my wife while I was waiting for the repair truck. “Jody, I am going to
stop driving. I had another curb accident and I am done,” I said to my wife. I
could hear her breathe a sigh of relief that I had decided to give up driving and
that I had told her the truth.
A few years ago, I was driving her Prius to a fishing trip near Strawberry
Reservoir. I hit the driver-side mirror on a construction cone; it hung by a wire.
When I got home, I said, “You won’t believe what happened. As I was driving,
a semi hit a construction cone. It flew into the air and hit the car.”
The next day she said, “That was a bullshit story, wasn’t it?” I admitted that it
was, and I knew from then on I had to try to tell the truth.
So the third flat tire ended my tendency to prevaricate. When I got home, I
called Nissan. They told me we would be obligated to pay for the full threeyear lease. Over the next few days, my wife took matters into her own hands.
She convinced the Nissan dealership that we had to turn the car in because
I had been diagnosed with Parkinson’s Disease and “no longer could drive.”
The dealership acquiesced, and we became a one-car family, something we had
thought about doing for a while.
§
I discovered quickly several ways of getting around in SLC. In short order, I
memorized the utilitarian bus routes within walking distance of my house.
Utah Transit Authority had done a reasonable job figuring out how to help
those of us who were carless. Within two blocks of my house, I could catch a
bus which would drop me either at the University of Utah or the University
Medical Center.
The other day, I boarded a bus and sat opposite a young man who said to me,
“you look like an actor.” He got out his cell phone and just before he left the
bus, showed me picture of Eli Wallach. Off and on in years past I had been
mistaken for Sidney Pollack and locally for Tony Caputo.
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In addition, I serendipitously caught rides from various friends: from the
King’s English, the Broadway Theater, a lecture at the University, the SL
Bee, the First Unitarian Church, etc. It’s been a nice way of catching up with
friends, having pithy conversations on the fly.
I don’t miss driving, but think off and on of becoming a driver. My wife has
considered doing that. She said I could be in the passenger seat and be
responsible for conversation, which, after all, would be the only reason I long
to drive for Lyft.
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Princess in the Stars
H.E. Grahame

Me and my princess in the stars two-stepped into our delicate, familiar waltz.
Her hand wrapped around me holding me tightly, holding me close. She was
happy, skipping along the storm-soddened sidewalk beneath the glimmer
of the antique marquee lights. Words tumbled gracefully from her lips, singing
of princes in the stars and rose-colored allegories of life and loss. I listened
to her croon on and on, dipping and pirouetting in the rain. She squealed
whimsically, our embrace swelling as she pranced into the street in a playful
race against the crosswalk countdown. Lights swirled across the wet pavement
with glittering choreography, joining in our elegant routine. I spread my arms
wide, the wind dancing against the tight drapes of art and color that dressed my
wiry skeleton.
Suddenly her step faltered and her melody collapsed into dread, resonating
with surprise and confusion, shattering the quiet street. The twirling car
headlights fell still. The stars and princes wilted into puddles. My princess
tumbled from me as the sunny, steel face of a rumbling school bus collided
into her. With a hollow thud, she flew. I flew. The twinkling universe held its
breath as we crashed into the asphalt stage. When everything finally gasped for
air, it came like a mighty gust of movement and sound. It was a cacophony of
footsteps in puddles and hushed urgent voices. All I could see was the inky
sky above me. Where was my princess in the stars? Was she still dancing?
Continuing our waltz without me?
A girl’s been hit by a bus. No there’s no blood. Yes, she’s awake, came one hurried voice.
I didn’t see her. Oh god, I didn’t see her! another voice sobbed.
Stay calm. Stay with me. It will be okay.
Is anyone a doctor here?
Oh my god, I’m so sorry.
The rain is so cold.
The rain. The rain.
The rain.
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A warm hand suddenly wrapped around me, an unfamiliar dance partner, lifting me from my damp isolation. I squinted, desperately looking for my princess
in the fold of people clustered around her still body. Her chocolate hair splayed
across the concrete like a dark halo framing her ashen face. She stared at the
sky, counting the stars, with unblinking brown eyes as the raindrops kissed her
cheeks and forehead. I moved above her, reaching as far as I could, pulling the
colorful vinyl dressing tight to shield her from the relentless downpour. Her
eyes focused briefly on the Van-Gogh swirls of colors I’d stretched above her,
and a single tear slipped down her cheek. I stretched further, sleet continuing
to drum against me as the rushed denouement of tonight’s dance came to a
speedy end. The spin of paramedics and gurney wheels. The bleating of sirens
and heart machines. The headlamps and emergency lights dancing across the
wet, weary road. The rosy prince in the sky. The invitation for us to waltz again;
her umbrella and the princess in the stars.
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Hazy Turbulence
Arturo Hernandez

We all have known some sunny days in the June of life
But let us not fall apart when the dark clouds of life surround our horizon
Let us rise above the clouds, where victory and defeat do not exist
Where we might get a glimpse of what life really means.
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Lights

Nata Choi
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Untitled

Kimberly Levya
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Fugacious of Ethereal
Brian Ruelas

After a forest fire in late June
When the sun arises do the trees curl inside one another
To hide from the warmth of death?
How do they learn to trust one love and not mistake it for lust?
The sun never meant to make them shiver from his heavenly glow,
He only wanted to protect and help them grow
But trees yearn for warmth the sun cannot provide at night
Make fire predator of obscurity
I wonder if the trees welcomed the sparking flame
Not understanding the future damage it would cause
For they were told to hold light close
Told it was good
Told they needed it
Told it would never hurt them
Oh trees, I know it’s hard,
The thought of recovery
But I’ve seen you do it after every winter
When the corks of your extremities lay at your roots
And you are covered in the heavens’ white coat
You are still beautiful
After people carve your skin into their words of love
And leave you to deal with the damage
You are still beautiful
When you are cut down to clear more space to build
You are still beautiful
When you are just ashes created by a human fire
Just remember you were beautiful.
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Fever Dreams
Caylee Caldwell

Wake me up
Because I’m fever dreaming
Of you and
It burns to know
You’re only
Here
When fatigue sets in
And there’s no
Air
To breathe
Which is funny
Because
You always left too much space
Between us
Anyways
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Just Another Number
Shandy Clark

Just another number
It adds up
The more we count
the less feels
Real
Pop! Boom! Screams…
We don’t flinch anymore
These are sounds of
Home
The news dry and straightforward
Says the numbers of the wounded
The critical-conditioned and
Killed
Numbers dehumanize us
They don’t make us feel sorrow
Just another shooting
To add to the list
Another tragedy
Another mass shooting
At least we can say we
Counted
We have infinite numbers to go through
But that doesn’t mean we should
Keep counting.
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Pruning the Apple Tree After
Another Death
Tyler Mortensen-Hayes
		after Vicki L. Wilson
Take all day. Be sure the shears
are stronger than you are.
Try not to think about what
has been lost. Rotten windfalls
littering the garden. Winter’s long
silence
where nothing grows.
It will hurt. Wear gloves.
Remember sunlight
is not enough: breezes
must be allowed through
like slow,
salt-hours
on torn limbs. It will hurt.
Drink plenty of water. Remember
even the oldest things
get older.
An apple tree enters winter
for the last time. (& how long
does it take,
after?)
Not even promise
guides you.
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Can’t Sleep in the Dark
Brooke Ross
My eyes can’t focus
The bags are heavy
& my sockets are sunk
Eyelashes fall like
Fragile feathers
Pricking my eyeballs
I start to pick
Rubbing & rubbing
Until I see a kaleidoscope of stars
I rub my eyes
Wear black-circled fear
Stinging feels good
Tears run down my cheeks
Beet red &
Screaming
The whites of my eyes
Are vein filled
Red leaks from the corners
Eyelids drooping down
Into place of sleep
Closed eyes with a
Shot of whiskey
To help with my
Nightmares
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Home

Josue Gonzalez
Why are we destroying our home?
Don’t humans realize this is our only home?
I guess we don’t since we ignore how the earth is on fire
Or how the pollution keeps rising each year
Or how we keep throwing our trash into the oceans
Or how we keep on going to war with each other
Destroying our cities, but most importantly, our home
Is it too late to change?
Is it possible to revive animals we have made extinct?
Or a bigger question:
Can we save ourselves from going extinct?
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Junk Journal: hitch stitch binding

Junk Journal: tacket stitch binding

Maker Thread: Junk Journals

Charlotte Howe
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Matchbook Accordion

Meander Accordion

Triangle Accordion

Maker Thread: Folded Forms
Charlotte Howe
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The Day the World Ended
Caylee Caldwell

The day the world ended—yes, ended being past tense—I was at this stupid little
coffee shop on the back corner of 7th Street, right across from the laundromat
and that thrift store that sold old porcelain dolls without eyes. The coffee there
wasn’t even good and it wasn’t cheap either so I don’t know why I went at all.
Went, past tense, because I know why I go now.
But I was drinking this god-awful black coffee that was more water and grease
than it was anything else and there was this gaggle of teenagers getting
breakfast when they should’ve been in school and they were talking like they
were all standing a mile away from each other rather than the few inches that
they actually were. And I remember that because it was right when the tallest
kid, the one with these stupid small-lens sunglasses that were tinted this fungus
pink, said “penis” at the top of his lungs—that’s when all the windows broke.
They didn’t just break, they shattered like death confetti all over the thin,
cherrywood coffee bar and even got into the mouth of the older lady next to me
when she screamed. The stupid boy’s sunglasses didn’t protect his stupid face
from the shards either because he was also screaming for half a second through
the hand he had clutched to his eyes before a second shock wave hit, this time
shattering all the cups and clear water glasses and I assume the porcelain dolls
next door.
It also shattered some of the hanging lights overhead, large glass daggers falling
like some trap in an Indiana Jones movie. And I’m pretty sure that’s how I
died.
When I woke up, there was this ache in my chest like I had a hole straight
through there. But I didn’t.
I just had this cup of bad coffee and a ringing in my ears. The windows were
fine and so was the old lady and the kids and the cups.
And they were all acting like nothing happened.
And I guess that’s why I keep coming back. Keep—present tense, because I
need to know why. Why my heart doesn’t beat and I don’t sleep or eat or bleed
but everyone is acting like it’s fine.
We’re fine.
And why the dolls across the street all have eyes now.
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an emphasis in Entertainment Arts Engineering. He has been photographing
life and nature since high school. He enjoys volunteering with the Community
Writing Center and supporting the literary arts at SLCC. In his free time, he
loves cooking, baking, travel, cars, and science.
Jewel Nez is a sophomore at West High School. She is taking the Clemente
Course in the Humanities, a cooperative course run by the Utah Humanities
Council, SLCC, the University of Utah, and Westminster College.
Dr. Bernice Olivas teaches writing and rhetoric as Salt Lake Community
College. She is a First-Generation scholar who carries identity markers that
have shaped her world views and academic trajectory. She is Indigenous Mexican American. She grew up as a member of the working poor in rural Idaho.
She is the mother of two autistic children. She began her academic career as a
high school dropout with a G.ED. She is a McNair Scholar. She took her PhD
in Composition and Rhetoric at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln in 2016;
her MA in the teaching of English at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln in
2012; and her B.A. in English with a creative writing emphasis in 2010. As a
creative writer, she dabbles in short fiction and occasionally poetry.
Anthony Michael Olson-Rodriguez is a junior at West High School; he loves
his family and enjoys the humanities class, but not just that, he also likes
photography. When shooting photos, you have to capture what it feels like, and
with his art, it definitely reflects on how he feels.
Amberly Overby is a sophomore at West High. They are in the Clemente
Course in the Humanities because they love to help people and connect with
others who are struggling or people who need to talk about their problems.
They are very passionate about helping others, writing, and reading.
Hazel Peraza is a senior at West High School. She is also part of the softball
team and likes taking pictures. The reason she likes taking pictures is because
it makes her happy, and she thinks it is really fun. She took these pictures in
Puerto Rico a year ago, and the reason why she took these pictures is because
she really likes flowers and how the colors stand out.
Nathalie Ramirez-Ortiz is into activism and social justice, and into Mestizo
Arts & Activism. They go to West High School, and they want to become a
psychologist, or anything that studies human behavior and the mind, which
they find fascinating.
Brooke Ross
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Trevor Ross is an impassioned artist, photographer, and student who received
his diploma from Hillcrest High School, where he was awarded best in show
for his sculptures. He currently attends classes at SLCC and lives in Sandy,
Utah.
Brian J. Ruelas is a teenager attending West High School. A self-proclaimed
poet, they believe there’s beauty in every existing thing. They hope to become
a high school teacher in philosophy and psychology. They plan to attend SLCC
after graduating from West High School.
Naomi Salgado is a compassionate and mature person who loves nature’s
beauty. She is currently a junior at West High School and participates in the
Clemente Course in the Humanities.
Clifton Sanders is Provost for Academic Affairs at SLCC. He has worked
at SLCC since 1993 as Chemistry faculty and academic administrator. He has
pursued careers in research, religious leadership, and music. He also plays
saxophone professionally in the G Brown Quintet and with other bands and
musicians.
Amie Schaeffer is one of the many non-traditional students at Salt Lake
Community College, returning after a fifteen-year break. Diagnosed with
multiple sclerosis in 2007, she quickly let that disease set her limitations and
it began to define her. After a decade, it was time for her to take control of her
own path. So, at 39 years old, she re-enrolled at SLCC as a media/journalism
major. She can honestly say it was one of the best decisions she ever made.
Being back in school not only helped her regain her footing but, most
importantly, gave her back her voice. Since becoming a student, she has been a
contributing writer to The Globe and has been published in the SLCC literary
magazine, Folio. She was able to come on as a Folio staff member for one term
as well. She has felt an amazing amount of support at SLCC.
Bree Sorensen has been writing poetry since they were twelve years old.
They love telling untold stories through their poems, emotions, and unseen
worlds. They struggle with multiple health problems, including seizures, that
affect them daily. Writing has been an outlet for them to connect with the
outside world when their body couldn’t. SLCC has been an excellent start for
them to going back to school, and they’ve been excited about starting at
a college that offers immense extracurricular opportunities as well as such
great disability resources.
Jacinda Sweat is the author of the flash memoir (Untitled) on p. 107.
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Nicole Tomlin recently authored a guidebook for hiking with your dog in
Utah. The process of writing this book highlighted the importance of having
and creating a writing community, and how helpful editors and grammatical
rules can be. Since the project was completed, Nicole has been taking classes
and using the services provided by the SLCC Writing Center as a focal point
for writing improvement. She hopes to continue to learn from and contribute to
the programs offered by SLCC, with hopes of taking more classes in the future.
Current writing projects include: the Western Rivers Flyfisher blog, content on
and about Liberty Horse Training, and a quiet pursuit of poetry.
Destiny Wallingford graduated from Salt Lake Community College as a
member of Phi Theta Kappa and The National Dean’s List with an
Associate of Science in 2008. Destiny connected with many life passions
during her education. Relationships fostered with several professors led her
on a path to believing in herself. Destiny has worked in many roles, including
writer, business owner, contractor, yoga teacher, personal trainer, and, most
currently, grief educator. A forever student, she believes we are walking stories
and is on a mission to bring these stories to light. Destiny is reinventing herself
in the wake of her daughter’s death with a deep focus on present being. Destiny
shares her truth through public speaking, advocacy work, her online journal
honestandnaked.com, and Instagram page @destinywallingford.
Rachel White studied poetry and economics at the University of Utah. She
takes advantage of the outstanding performances and programs at SLCC in
theater, poetry and fiction, media, journalism, art, math and more. Her website
is https://www.rachelwhitepoetry.org/
Cat Young is a student studying social work at SLCC. They have mostly enjoyed their academic journey so far. English classes have been their least
favorite despite being a fairly decent writer. They grew up in Utah and have
two kiddos as well as an amazing boyfriend. They love to run outside and are
not even remotely ready for winter this year.
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Colophon
This book was edited, designed, laid out, bound, and trimmed at the Salt Lake
Community College Publication Studies Press, a micro-press located in the
SLCC Publication Center on the Taylorsville-Redwood campus, in AAB 137.
The mission of the SLCC P.S. Press is educational, focusing on
publishing student and community authors and teaching students the arts
of publication—from soliciting work, selecting material, editing text, laying
out content, and producing actual books. Our partner for the printing phase is
SLCC’s Printing Services.
The text is set in 11 point Marion, a serif typeface with unique features such as
the hammer claw serifs on the round capitals. It is an unambiguous
transitional serif typeface that has an eighteenth-century flair. It is structured a
lot like Century Roman, but has a stroke treatment that’s more similar to
Baskerville.
Titles are set in 24 point in Shree Devanagari 714 bold (Modular Infotech,
Pune, India, ©2000), and the authors’ names in regular Shree Devanagari 714
at 16 point.
Each book is individually perfect bound on the Publication Center’s Fastbind
binder (known by Pub Center frequenters as EVA), with EVA glue, which
achieves a durably bound spine. We trim the books on our Duplo Docucutter
490 Pro, which, like
can be a bit formidable and intimidating .
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